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1 .  - I n t r o d u c t i o n .  

For  m a n y  decades there  has been a debate  abou t  which one should be the  

correct (( in te rpre ta t ion  ~) of q u a n t u m  mechanics.  

The Copenhagen-GStt ingen ia te rpre ta t ion  stressed the l imitat ions of the 

h u m a a  beings in thei r  capabi l i ty  of unders tanding  Nature  and regarded the  

wave-par t ic le  dual i ty  as the clearest evidence for the need of two contradic tory  

descriptions for the  representa t ion  of a unique physical  reali ty.  Opposi te  

views were expressed by  EI]NSTEIS~ DE ]3ROGLIE aad  other  physicists,  who 

(*) Present address: Istituto di Matematica dell'UniversitY, Bologna. 
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thought  instead tha t  the wave-particle duali ty was a t rue p roper ty  of such 

micro-objects as photons,  electrons, protons ... in the sense tha t  they  consisted 

of objectively existing particles embedded in an objectively existing wave. 

Another  ma t t e r  of debate on the in terpre ta t ion of quan tum mechanics 

was the so-called problem of <~ completeness ~> of the theory :  did quan tum 

mechanics provide the most accurate description of atoms and particles or 

was it  conceivable tha t  future  developments of physics could lead to the 

discovery of new degrees of freedom not contained in the present  theory?  

Fmthe rmore ,  could it be possible tha t  such degrees of freedom, tha t  some 

called hidden variables, would complete quan tum mechanics in such a way 

as to provide a causal description for all those processes tha t  the theory  t rea ted  

as acausal? 

The Copenhagen and G6tt ingen physicists thought  t ha t  the theory  was 

complete,  while their  opposers considered necessary the search for deeper 

descriptions of the physical reality. The former view seemed to be proven 

correct when vo~ NEU)IA~ published his famous theorem on the impossibility 

of a hidden-variable completion of quantum mecha.nics: this theory  could 

not  tolerate  the int roduct ion of (~ dispersion-free ensembles )) and had to be 

considered factually wrong if hidden variables existed. 

This theorem had the effect of outlawing all researches about  (( hidden 

variables ~> unless one was willing to abandon quan tum mechanics or able to 

prove tha t  the theorem was ei ther wrong or useless. 

I t  was slowly realized through the contr ibut ion of many  authors  tha t  you  

~eumann ' s  theorem could really rule out only special classes of hidden-variable 

theories:  these tha t  satisfied its axioms. This historical by-passing of yon 

~ e u m a a n ' s  theorem is well known, as review articles [1] and books [2] have 

discussed i~ i~ detail:  it is, therefore,  not  contained in the present  paper. In  

the mid-sixties the way was finally cleared and nothing stood anymore  on the 

way of a causal generalization of quan tum mechanics. 

Exac t ly  at  this point  BELL discovered his famous inequality.  

These events marked the beginning of a new era for the researches on 

quan tum mechanics: it was finally understood tha t  the debates about  the 

different interpretations of quan tum mechanics were to some ex ten t  misleading, 

since the philosophical nature  of the theory  appeared to be str ict ly t ied to 

its mathemat ica l  structure.  

This understanding was achieved through de Broglie's paradox,  the modern 

formulat ion of the E P R  paradox,  BelFs inequali ty,  the theory  of measure- 

ment  and so on. 

These arguments,  which will be reviewed in the following sections, have 

the consequence tha t  the t r iumphal  successes of quantum mechanics in 

explaining atomic and molecular physics and, to a lower extent ,  nuclea~ and 

particle physics consti tute by  themselves a heavy  argument  against ~ realistic 

conception of Nature :  a physicist who hns full confidence in quantum mechanics 
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cannot  maintain tha t  atomic and subatomic systems exist objectively in space 

and t ime and tha t  they obey causal laws. 

The most impor tant  developments have s tar ted from the E P R  paradox 

and have led to the conclusion tha t  there is a deep-rooted incompatibil i ty 

between quantum mechanics and the principle of local causality and, fm'ther- 

more, tha t  this incompatibi l i ty  cart be resolved experimei~tally in favour  or 

against one of the two opposed points of view. 

These developments have probably gorte too far to be forgot ten ill the 

future.  If  this (( unor thodox ~) research keeps going on, there seem to be only 

a few ways out of the crisis, barring spiritualistic and mystic  solutions: 

(2uantum mechanics has to be modi]icd. [f this is the solutim~, it will not  

require minor modifications of the theory.  It is probably the superposition 

principle or the very  description of physical states with state vectors t ha t  

require modification. Present  experimental  evidence seems to be against this 

possibility. 

Special relativity ha.~. to be modified. Acceptance of uonloeal iiltcraetions 

over macroscopic distances requires the possibility to se[td fas ter- thamlight  

influence, an acceptance of effects tha t  relat ivi ty considered impossible. I t  

will be shown in sect. 5 tha t  the basic notion of relativistic causality (propaga- 

t ion of all signals within light-cones) leads to contradictions with some con- 

sequences of qua~ttum theory.  

Microscopic objects do not exist and/or space-time is an illusion o] our senses. 

~ o  problem seems to exist, in fact,  as will be shown, if one maintains tha t  

electrons, photons,  atoms and the like are ~mt endowed of objective existence 

in space and t ime, but  are merely human coltcep~s created to put  order in an 

undifferentiated <~ physical reality ~>. 

Other proposed solutious are iu our opinion w~riants of the previous ones: 

models with nonloca] interactions or with propaga.tion of signals toward the 

past have been proposed and will be discussed in the following, together  with 

the idea of an absolute determinism regulating even the choices of human 

beings a,nd of generators of raudom numbers. 

2. - de Brogl ie 's  paradox.  

The first argument  to be discussed is a paradox about  the localization of 

a particle proposed by DE BROGLIE [3]. 

Consider a box B with perfect ly reflecting walls which can be divided into 

two parts  B1 and B2 by a double-sliding wall. 

Suppose tha t  B contains initially an electron, whose wave function r 
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is defined in the volume V of B. The probability densit~ of observing ~he elec- 

tron at the point x, y, z at time t is then given by Ir 

Iqext B is divided into the two parts B1 and B2, B~ is brought to Paris and B2 

to Tokio. 

The new situation is described by quantum mechanics with two wave func- 

tions~ tdxyzt)  defined in the volume V~ of B~ and tdxyzt)  defined in the 

volume V2 of B2. The probabilities Wx and W~ of finding the electron in B~ 

and B2, respectively, are given by 

=far Ir , W1 
gl 

w2 =fdrlC2(xy t)I' 

with 

w,+ G = I .  

If  one opens the box in Paris, one can find either that  the electron is in B1, 

or that  it is not. In either case one cart predict with certainty the outcome of 

a future observation to be performed on B2 in Tokio. If the electron was present 

in Paris~ it will certainly be found absent in Tokio, and vice versa. 

If the observation was performed in Paris at time to and the electron found 

present, then W1 becomes 1 for t~to, which implies that  W2= 0 and r 0 

for t ~ to. 

Observation of the electron in Paris changes the wave function in Tokio, 

reducing it to zero. Barring the possibility that  an observation in Paris destroys 

(~ half an electron ~) in Tokio and makes it appear in Paris~ the natural attitude 

of every physicists would be to say that  the electron observed in Paris at time to 

was already there for t < to and that  the wave functions r and r represent only 

the knowledge, prior to observatioD, of the electron position. 

This n~tural attitude (which corresponds to the philosophical position of 

realism), if pursued further to its obvious conchsions, leads one to introduce 

a new observable parameter ~ describing the localization within B1 and B2. 

If  A ---- -~ 1 one says the electron is within BI~ if ~t = - -1  that  it is in B2. 

All this9 of course, implies that  usual quantum mechanics, which knows nothing 

about X~ is incomplete. 

I t  is a simple matter to show, however~ that it is not merely a question 

of incompleteness, but that  quantum mechanics must be considered ambiguous 

if one introduces localization. Consider~ in fact, a statistical ensemble of N 

similarly prepared pairs of boxes B~ and B2. Depending on the values of A, 

this ensemble can be divided into two subensembles, the first composed of 

about 57/2 systems all with ~ = -4- 1 and the second of about hr/2 systems 

with ~ ---- - -1 .  For the elements of the first (second) subensemble an electron 

is to be found with certainty in Paris (Tokio). 
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If  one uses quantum mechanics (assumed applicable) to describe this new 

situation, one must  necessarily conclude tha t  even before any observation 

N 
elements of the ensemble had r = r r = 0,  

N 
elements of the ensemble had r r = r 

But this description is different from the s tandard one which asserts tha t  

all the N elements of the ensemble before measurement  were described by 

r 1 6 2 1 6 2  (with r defined in V1 and r in V~). 

The conclusion reached above is tha t  the concept of actual existence in 

space and t ime of the electron even i/ very grossly defined (one needs only to 

distinguish Tokio from Paris !) leads to ambiguities within quantum mechanics. 

l)l order to defend the theory,  one ~leeds then to assume tha t  it makes no 

sense whatsoever to talk about  localization of the unobserved particle. Quantum 

mechanics never (leIties tha t  the part icle is observed with a given localization) 

it even predicts the probabil i ty  density for ~dl possible localizations. If  one 

sticks to actually performed observations, one never runs into contradictions. 

In  this way one is forced to accept a positivistic philosophy in which only 

reasonings about  observations and ~bout mathemat ica l  schemes are allowed, 

while the objective refflity is banished from the scientifiic reasoning. 

All this leads to a ra ther  e lementary conclusion: de Broglie's paradox 

exists only for people who insist on a realistic {particles exist objectively) and 

rationalistic (space-time is not  an illusion of our senses and it is possible to talk 

.~bout electron localization) philosophy. 

For  different philosophical standpoints (like tha t  of positivism) no paradox 

arises at all. I t  will be seen in the following sections tha t  similar conclusions 

can be drawn from the E P R  paradox and from other aspects of quantum theory.  

An investigation of nonlocal effects on single systems somehow reminiscent 

of the de Broglie paradox has been presented by SZCZEPA~SK[ [4]. His reasoning 

goes as follows: monochromatic  photons with energy E ~ hv are emitted,  

one at a t ime, by a source S. They find on their  t ra jectory a semi-transparent  

mirror M0 which (;an t ransmit  them and let them travel  toward a detector  D~ or 

reflect them toward a second detector  I:}~ In front  of D1 there are excited atoms 

A* whose exci tat ion energy corresponds to the energy of ~he photons emit ted by S. 

Under  these conditions st imulated emission is known to exist, generated by the 

overlapping of the photon wave function with the excited atoms. Therefore,  

if D2 is far ther  from Mo than  D~, there  should be correlations between photons 

emit~ted by S and revealed by D2 and photons emit ted  by A* and revealed 

by  I)1. These correlations in t ime should, however, suddenly disappear if D2 

is brought  nearer to M,, than  1)~, because revealing the photon in I).~ makes 
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the  par t  of the wave funct ion travell ing towards D~ suddenly disappear (reduc- 

t ion of the wave packet).  The Szczepanski exper iment ,  if feasible, should, there- 

fore, allow one to check if reduct ion at  a distance does indeed take place. I t  

~ould fur thermore  pu t  to a s tr ingent  tes t  Robinson's idea [5] t ha t  reduct ion 

of the wave funct ion does not  take place. This proposal arose from a para- 

doxical argument  derived from a simultaneous application to ~-partiele emis- 

sion of three quantum-mechanical  properties of the wave function ([r [2 is always 

a probabi l i ty  densi ty;  r is complete;  an observation causes a reduct ion of r 

The nonloeal nature  of some quantum-mechanical  (( interference terms ~> 

has been explicitly demonstra ted by  MUGUR-SCH.~CHTEIr [6], who has consid- 

ered both  from a purely theoretical  and from a (( gedanken exper iment  ~ 

point  of view the following situation. A quan tum system S is described by the 

state a~r a2r where a~ and a2 are numerical  coefficients (la112~ - [a212~ :l) 
and r and tz are two quantum states having disjoint supports in physical 

space (namely r is different from zero only in region R~ and r in region R2, 

where R~ and R~ are completely separated regions of physical space). 

In  spite of the la t ter  fact,  there are observables 0 of the quan tum system S 

(which can be measured for instance in region Rx) whose expecta t ion value 

depends on the interference between r and r so that ,  if r is suppressed in 

R~,<O> changes instant ly  in R~. 

3. - Quantum theory of  distant particles. 

The problem of the theoretical  description of two particles with a macro- 

scopic spatial separation played pratieally no role in tha t  rich and tumul tuous  

historie ql process tha t  led to the final formulat ion of nourelativistie quan tum 

theory  in 1927. The struggle between different schools of thought  centred,  

rather ,  on the problems of wave-particle dualism, of the interact ion of radia- 

tion ~vith ma t t e r  and of atomic s t ructure:  in all cases one was dealing with 

single particles or with several particles in interact ion (and, therefore,  with 

mutual  distances of the order of magni tude of atomic dimensions). 

The mathemat ica l  s t ructure  of the new theory was, however, completely 

general and could bc applied to all physical systems, including the case of atomic 

systems with macroscopic separation. The first formulation of the theory  

for such cases was SchrSdinger's equat ion for N particle~, valid in a 3N dimen- 

sional configuration space (1926). The first objections came from SCIt~SDISIGEIr 

himself, who wrote tha t  against such a natural  extension of the theory  one h~d 

to no~ice tha t  it did not  seem easy to in terpret  the waves of configuration space 

as a simpler mathemat ica l  formulat ion of physical waves of ordinary three- 

(Jimensional space. 

Some of the g~'eat physicists who contr ibuted to the developments of 
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quan tum theory  were not satisfied with the fim~l formulatio~x of quan tum 

mechanics given by  the Copenhagen and G6t t ingen schools. 

The best -known cases are those of Planek,  Einstein,  Schr5dinger and de 

Broglie. 

The first a t t ack  to the theory  af ter  1927, Olt the  ground of physics, was 

the famous 1935 article [7] by  EINSTEIN, PODOLSKY and ROSEN (EPR),  whose 

fur-reaching implications are only now beginning to be understood.  

Essential ly E])R showed tha t  absurd  conclusions follow from three  hypoth-  

eses: 1) t ha t  quan t um  mech 'mics  is correct;  2) tha t  q u a n t u m  mechanics 

is complete,  in the  sense t ha t  no more det~dled description of the physical  

reali ty t han  provided by  such a theory  i~ possible ; :3) tha t  the results of measure- 

menls  on a tom;e  sys tems are de termined by  (~ elements  of regality ~), associated 

to the measured  sys tem aI~d/or to the  measurir~g app~m~tus, which remaill  

unaffected by measuremen t s  in other dis tant  regions of space. 

The EI)R paradox  makes  it necessary to abandon one of the  three  assump- 

tions f rom which the absurd conclusions are deduced. EINSTEIN thought  t ha t  

the wrong ~ssurnption was thc one abou t  the  completeness of quan tum me- 

chanics and hoped that~ a more detai led theory  could lie found. 

BOHg [8] thought  instead tha t  q u ' m t m n  theory was correct  and complete,  

but  t h a t  the  E P g  assumpt ion  t~bout the  ((elements of reali ty ~) was com- 

ple te ly  unm~tural f rom a quan tum-mechanica l  point  of view. 

The E l ) g  paI)er called a t tent ion,  for the fiirst t ime,  to the quantum-mechan-  

ical t r e a t m e n t  of widely separated events  and stressed the Itecessity t ha t  

any  reasonable physical  theory  t rea ts  such events  as ii~dependent: if S~ and  $2 

are two system~ tha t  have  interacted in the  past ,  but  are now arbi t rar i ly  

distan~, EINSTEIN stressed tha t  the real, ]actual situation o] system 8~ does not 

depend on what is done with ~., which is spatially separated ]rom the former [9]. 

I t  has beell suggesl~ed [10 t to refer to such a, physical  principle as to 

~ Einstein locality ,> and we will do so throughout  this paper.  The consequences 

of Einstein locality have  s tar led to be il ivestigated systemat ical ly  only 

af ter  1965. 

There is therefore it th i r ty  years '  gap between this first proposal  and the 

modern  researches (m. Bell 's inequal i ty  and oll (, reduced quan tum mechanics ~>. 

The reason for this gap is yon ~ e u m a n n ' s  theorem [ l l ] .  

Together  witi~ the idea of locality EPI~ adva.n.ced the suggestion of a com- 

pleted q m m t u m  mechanics a| ld the related idea of elements o] reality, which 

according to them existed even if qu~mtum mech~mics couhl not provide any 

description of their  properties.  

In short  this was the idea of ((hidden variables 5 which were out lawed by 

yon Neumann~s theoreIn.  

Only af ter  it was definitely established theft this theorem was really irrele- 

vant  to the  problem of a cau~al complct iou of q m m l u m  theory  was it possible 

to consider ~gain the E P g  point  of view. 
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The understanding of the limitations of yon Neumann's theorem has been 

a great breakthrough, which has led to a large number of theoretical and experi- 

mental researches on the correlations of distant quantum-mechanical systems. 

Much of the excitement has certainly been generated by the discovery 

of Bell's inequality [12], a simple mathematical statement about an observable 

quanti ty which can be deduced directly from Einstein locality and which is 

violated by quantum mechanics. 

Even though the first experimental investigations have been favourable 

to this last theory, the question is not yet  settled, essentially because of addi- 

tional assumptions which have been necessary in order to relate theory and 

experiments. 

Violations of Einstein locality are so unnatural to many, that several people 

have proposed to modify quantum mechanics, through the so-called Bohm- 

Aharonov hypothesis [13], in such a way as to make it compatible with Bell's 

inequality. Also these proposals can be put to stringent empirical tests, as 

will be seen. 

In the following we review briefly the quantum-mechanical t reatment  of 

two distant correlated atomic systems. 

Suppose there are two isolated quantum systems $1 and $2 and suppose 

that  S~ is in the state ]~> and $2 in the state ]~2>. Then the global sys- 

tem S~+$2 has as a state vector 

This symbolic notation means that  the state vector of $1 ~ S~ is a vector 

in the Hilbert space obtained by performing the direct product of the Hilbert 

spaces for $1 and $2. This mathematical hypothesis is necessary to ensure the 

additivity of physical quantities. 

I t  is easy to show that it is not always possible to write the state vector 

of two systems in the previous form. 

Consider~ in fact, a system X with spin zero disintegrating spontaneously 

into two spin -1 systems $1 and $2, let us say to the l ~ 0 state of S~ and $2. 

Then the spins of $1 and $2 must be in the singlet state, which means that  the 

final state vector is 

1 
(1) IV,> = - ~  [lu+>lu;> --lug>]u+>], 

where Iu +) is the state for •1 with z-component of the spin equal to + �89 

and so on. 

Now the most general spin state vectors for $1 and $2 are 

(2) / ]~> = c lug+> + d ]uT>, 

I~> = c' lu:> + d' ]u;->, 
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with c, d, c', d' arbitrary constants. But  ]~) I~)  can never equal lye) for 

any choice of the constants. (In fact, one should have cc'= 0 and rid'= 0, 

which imply one of the four choices i) c - - 0 ,  d =  0; ii) c----0, d ' = 0 ;  

iii) c ' - -0 ,  d z 0; iv) c' 0, d' 0, uone of which gives I~',).) 

As a conclusion, S~ and S: do not have a separate wave ]unction although there 

is one, namely ]yJ }, describing ~ +  8.~. 

I t  might perhaps be argued that ,  although it is mathematical ly impossible 

to write lY':' as ]y~)]Y'2), it is, perhaps allowed by all observable effects to 

write it in such a manne~. 

This is, however, not the ease. ]n fact, notice that  

(3) / J~ I~'L' = 0 ,  

/ J~ I ~  0.  

lit order tha t  J =  a~ q-a~ (a ~ is the spin of particle i) applied to ]YJl)IF2) 

given by (2) gives zero, one would have to ensure tha t  no terms of the type 

[u +) [u +) (having J ~ =  q-1) and ~o terms lUl)lug-) (having J , = - - l )  appear. 

Therefore, ]F~) must reduce to just [u~ +) and IF'~)' to lug-) or, alternatively, 

]F~)> must  reduce to lug-) and IF2) to lu+). Thus the only states of the ]~1> !~/)21 

type  giving J ~ =  0 as a result of measurement are 

U ~-�84184 (4) lu +) l u ;  a~d luT>l ~. ,~ �9 

But  if one introduces the J ~ =  0 triplet state, given by 

1 
(5) Iv,~> = ~ [lu~->l~;> + I~;>1<>], 

one sees tha t  one can write 

(6) 

1 
l u : > l ~ >  = ~-~ [Iw~> + Iv,.>], 

] 

lug>lug*> = ~-~ I-Iw~> - Iw~>]  �9 

One sees, therefore, tha t  the states (4) ate a superposition of J ~ =  0 and 

J ~ z  1(1-~ 1)t~ ~ states and that  a measurement of j2 on them can give a result 

different from 0, which is instead what one always obtains with [y~). The 

conclusion is tha t  the states (4) are observably di]]erent from lye). 

More quanti tat ively one has 

1 2 

- -  + 2 + 1 2 
( u  1 u 2 IJ ]ul u 2 )  = 2 ( F t ] J  ]Ft, li~, 
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whence one concludes, once more, tha t  the single*_ state and a mix ture  of the 

factorable states (4) are in principle distinguishable. 

In  general, if one has two isolated systems S~ and $2, such tha t  the state 

vector IV) of $1~-Sz can be writ ten ] ~ ) =  IVy)IV2), where lyJx) describes $1 

and IV.,) $2, oue says that  ]~) is a vector o/ the ]irst type. I f  I~v) cannot  be 

writ ten in such a way, one says instead tha t  ]~) is a vector o] the secona type. 

The observable difference between (l) and any mixture  of the states (4) 

makes it clear tha t  any theory  assuming tha t  s tate  vectors of the second type  

decompose spontaneously into a mixture  of s ta te  vectors of the first type  is 

a theory  which does not  conserve the angular momentum of quantum mechanics. 

To the problem of an eventual  (( instabili ty ~) of state vectors of the second 

type  will be devoted the section on the Bohm-Aharonov hypothesis,  where 

also the general problem of the experimental  distinguishability between the 

two types of s tate  vectors will be discussed. 

4.  - T h e  E 1 ) R  p a r a d o x .  

Let  a molecule ~ be given with spin 0, capable of decaying in two spill-�89 

atoms $1 and $2. I f  [Ul~> and ]u~> are spin s ta te  vectors of the atoms $1 and ,~.,, 

respectively,  corresponding to th i rd  component  -k �89 the state vector  for 

$1 ~- $2, following from angular -momentum conservation in the decay process, 

is IF,> given by  (1), if the  decay goes to the l = 0 state  of S~ + $2. 

Consider a very  large number  (N) of such decays 2: -~ S1 + $2 and repeat  

on each pair  of dec'~y products  the following reasoning [14]: 

1) At t ime to a measurement  of the th i rd  component  of the spin is per- 

formed on Sx. Suppose + ~ is obtained (in other cases, of course, - - �89  will 

be obtained;  in fact,  -4- �89 and - -~  will be obtained with 50 % probabi l i ty  each, 

as follows from quan tum mechanics and from the state (1)). 

2) We are then sure tha t  a future  (t > to) measurement  of the th i rd  corn- 

ponent  of the spin of S~ will give 1 because this is predicted to be ~o from 

quantum mechanics, which we assume to be correct.  (This prediction follows 

from the reduct ion of the state IV.} to simply ]u+> iu~-> for t>to.)  

3) But ,  at t ime t = to, when $1 interacts  with an instrument,  nothing 

can happen to particle $2, which can be as far away as one wishes f rom S~. 

All what  is t rue  for $2 for t>to must have been t rue before (namely for t < to). 

4) Certainty of obtaining a3 --  �89 results is a state vector  lug-> for the 

atom S~. Because of the previous poiut  this must  be t rue  be]ore and alter 

the t ime to. 

5) But  quan tum mechanics predicts tha t  the th i rd  component  of the 
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to ta l  spin of the two atoms S~ and ~',, must  be zero before t,, and tha t  it remains 

so even af ter  the measuremelt t  of a:~ on S~ at t = t,,. 

6) The only state vector  for S, q-,~'~ which describes $2 as luT> and 

which givcs zero for the th i rd  component  of the *wo atoms $1 and $2 is 

U-- \  lu+)l ~/. This is, therefore,  their  state vector  before and after  t ime to. 

7) Repeat, ing "the above reasoning for every one of the 3 ~ pairs of at,oms 

S~ and $2 we conclude tha t  the statistical ensemble which they form is described 

as a mixture ,  with equal statistical weights ( =  1) of 

]u~> I%-) and luT> ]u~) 

even before any measurement  is performed. 

8) The la t ter  conclusimt contradicts,  however, in an observable manner  

the description giveu by IG>, as was shown in the previous section. We arrive 

thus at  a paradox.  

This famous paradox does not arise if all the  reasonilJg is carried on 

strictly within quantum meehaltics, as BOHR showed in his 1935 reply[8] .  

This means tha t  in the previous points there  are some which contaill elements 

foreign to and incompatible with quantum mechanics. A quick look will 

convince the reader  tha t  points 1), 2), 5) above are strict consequences of 

quantum mechanics and tha t  7 )and  8) a re  conclusive points completely deduc- 

ible from 1,he first six points. 

The foreign elements must,  therefore,  have been introduced in points 3), 

4) and 6). But  4) and 6) are consequence of 3) and of quantum mechanics. 

Therefore,  the statement, incompatible with quantum mechanics is 3). 

This s ta tement  consist of three parts :  

3a) At t -  to,S~ interacts with an instrument .  

3b) At t = to nothing can happen to S~ which is very  far away from S~. 

3c) What  is t rue  for S~ at t imes t>to must,  therefore,  be true before to. 

Nothing can obviously be wrong with 3a), which is simply a descriptiolt of 

the t ime at which a measurement  is performed on S~. Fur thermore ,  3c) is 

simply a rephrasing of 3b), il s imply defines what  is meant  by the words 

<, nothing can happen ,). 

The conclusion is, there/ore, that statement 3b) is incompatible with quan- 

tum mechanics. 

There are essentiMly two ways of denying 3b). The first consist, of the 

s ta tement  tha t  at  t ime t = to system S~ is not  observed and tha t  3b), like 

every assumption about  the unobserved <~ objective reality ~>, is a metaphysical  
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s ta tement  incompatible with t rue  science. This is often presented as the 

s tandard positivistic viewpoint.  The second way to deny 3b) is simply to 

assume tha t  $1 acts at  a distance on $2 and, therefore,  tha t  something happens 

to $2 because of the measurement  performed on $1. The act ion must  be 

istantaneous and its efficiency must  be independent  of distance. This is 

very  much like saying tha t  space is largely an illusion and tha t  physical  actions 

can ins tant ly  propagate  outside space from one point  to another  of what, 

looks to us as the physical universe. 

This leads fur thermore  to serious problems with the basic assumptions of 

special relat ivi ty,  which probably requires a complete reformulation.  

A different solution consists of the idea tha t  quan tum mechanics requires 

some change in its t r ea tmen t  of distant  correlated systems. 

In  recent  years several papers have discussed the EPI~ paradox,  whose 

essence seems to have remained obscure to some of these authors  [15]. This 

is not  surprising if one recalls tha t  even ]~OSENFELD considered the E P R  paradox 

a <~ fallacy ~> [16]. 

In teres t ing  is the discussion of Ross-Bonney[17] ,  who concludes tha t  

~ the E P R  paper  may  simply be taken as a criticism of the or thodox inter- 

pretations of quan tum mechanics, and not of quan tum mechanics itself ,>. We 

note  tha t  this is not  completely correct  if one considers the modern (as opposed 

to the original) version of the EPt~ paradox~ tha t  is to say the one which we 

have reviewed in the present  section, in which an incompatibi l i ty  is shown 

to exist  between quantum mechanics (complete or incomplete,  used for indi- 

viduals or for statistical ensembles) and the postulate of a separable reali ty.  

Thus the contradiction is between the la t ter  postulate  and the mathemat ica l  

formalism of quan tum mechanics, largely independent ly  of its interpretat ions.  

A radical resolution of the EPt~ paradox has been proposed by  COSTA 

DE BEAUREGAI%D [18]~ who considers the actual  chain of events  to take place 

as follows : 

1) At t ime to an an t ia tom $1 propagates  f rom the region where a 

(( measurement  on 81 ~> was supposed to be performed towards the beam of 

molecules Z. The propagat ion of S~ takes place, in t ime, towards the past. 

2) At t ime t~ < to, $1 impinges on a molecule 2: having spin 0 and prop- 

agating towards the future.  

3) The to ta l  system 2: + $1 gives rise to an a tom ~ which acquires the 

same polarization that  S~ had and propagates  towards the fu ture  unti l  a 

measurement  is performed on it for t > to. 

This theory  is supposed to be consistent with special re la t iv i ty  (all signals 

propagate  within light-cones) and quan tum mechanics (the theory  is developed 

according to quantum rules). I t s  new features are~ firstly, a sort of teleology 

(never any ant ia tom $1 misses a molecule X!) and~ secondly, the possibility 
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to send messages to the pas t  :rod to receive answers therefrom.  I f  this will 

turn  out to be the solution of the EPt~ paradox,  it will most  cer ta inly be 

found useful by  historians!  

A very  interest ing :~speet of the  E P R  pa radox  has recent ly  been discussed 

by  ]~IETDJIli [:19]. He st~rts  f rom the obvious r emark  tha t ,  if o~le measures  a~ 

on the s ta te  ]u+), where 

o..du+ } = + t,,. 
B lu+} ,  

one finds with cert,~inty + h/2 and no angular m o m e n t u m  is exchanged between 

me~sured part icle  and appara tus ,  since the former  emerges f rom the inter- 

act ion in the  same s ta te  it had  before. I f  instead one had  a part icle in a s tate  

different f rom the eigenstates of a3t one would have  necessarily some exchange 

of angular  m o m e n t u m  with the  appara tus .  

Thi~ fact  CUlt be used in connection with the  EPI~ s i tuat ion:  if the instru- 

ments  A1 and A2 :~re respect ively going to per form a~ measurements  on the 

part icles ~ and ,~ described by  the  J----0 singlet s ta te  vector  IF:}, the ]irst 

measurement  reduces the s~ate vector  to the mix tu re  (4) and, as we saw, exchanges 

necessarily ~mgular m o m e n t u m  with the measure(l  system. 

5. - Einstein locality and Bell's inequality. 

In the previous section we saw tha t  a eou~radiction exists between the 

quan tum-mechan ica l  form~lism and the  s t a t emen t  (, ... at t ime t = to when $1 

interacts wi th  an ins t rumen t  nothing can happen to particle 82 which can be as 

far away as one wishes ]rom 81 )~. This contradic t ion has been shown to exist  

even a t  the exper iment 'd  level, since the  empirical  implications of the singlet 

s ta te  vector  and of the mix tu re  (4) are very different. 

Tile exper iments  to be per formed :~re, however,  very difficult if not impos- 

sible, as noted by  KELLET [20], because they  have  to do with the total ~mgular 

m o m e n t u m  of two microscopic entit ies with a macroscopic separat ion.  

I t  is, however,  possibile to develop fm' ther  the  eontr~diction [21] in such 

~ w~ry that, is shows up in actu~(.lly fe~sible exper iments .  To this end, we shall 

deduce B~=.lI's inequali ty within quan tum mechanics ,  showing th,'~t it. is neces- 

sarily satisfied by ~ll mixtures  of s ta tes  of the  first type  like the one given 

by  (4), bu t  tha t  it is sometimes violated by s ta tes  of the second type.  Consider 

the  general mix tu re  

n, cases with s ta te  ]~71} = ]~)1r 

n2 cases with s ta te  IV2}-  ]Y~} ]r 

(7) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

n~ cases with st~te I ~ / ~ -  lye/ Ir , 

(n,  + n~ + ...  + n ,  - -  N ) ,  
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where the states ]~vi> describe the system S~ and the states [r described the 

system $2 (i = 1, 2, ..., 1). The quantum-mechanical  correlation function for 

measurements of dicotomic observables A(a) and B(b) having ~=1 as only 

possible eigenvalues on the state I~> = ]~v> ]r is given by 

P(ab) = Q7 IA(a) Q B(b)]~> = <~ [A(a)[~> <r IB(b)Ir : A(a)B(b).  

From this, considering tha t  ]A(a)[<l,  it follows easily tha t  

IP(ab) -- 2(ab') I < IB(b) --  B(b')],  

I.P(a'b) § _P(a'b')l<~ ]B(b) § B(b,)[, 

whence 

(8) 

since l x - y l  + lx + yl<2 if Ixl<l, lyI<l. 
For the mixture (7) it follows tha t  

A =-IP(ab)--.P(ab')l + IP(a'b)+ P(a ' b ' ) l<2  , 

~- ~i ~N__Pi(ab) , 

where _P~(ab) is the correlation function on the state ]~>. One has 

(9) A ~ ]P(ab) --  P(ab')l § ]P(a' b) § P(a' b')l < 

�9 ~ - ~ = 2 .  < ~-~{]Pi(ab)--Pi(ab')] § ]Pi(a'b)§ n~ 

Relation (9) is Bell's inequali ty for the general mixture (7). 

I t  is easy to show tha t  state vectors of the second type lead to a violation 

of this inequality. In  fuct, spin measurements of a,  .d for $1 and a2-8 for $2 

on correlated pairs 81+$2 on the singlet vector (1) arc described by the 

correlation function 

(10) _P (d$)=<V.lal.d@63.$[V.>. 

A straightforward calculation leads to 

(11) 

whence 

(12) A~m= I~'b--~'b'l + l~"b + ~'.b'[ . 
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If  one chooses d perpendicular  to d ' and b perpendicular  to b' and if one rotates 

the two pairs of orthogonal vectors d, d' and b, b' in such a way tha t  

(d,/~') ~ 135 ~ (d', 8') ~ 45o--  - <d', ~), one obtains 

which implies a ~ 41% violation of (9). 

:Now the exper imental  content  of the contradict ion between the locality 

hypothesis  (LH) of the previous section and quan tum mechanics is fully 

exposed: the L H  leads to the prediction tha t  all mixtures  of pairs of systems 

$ 1 +  $2 are proper  mixtures  of type  (7), while quan tum mechanics contains 

also ((improper mixtures  ~> described by state vectors of the second type.  

Proper  mixtures  always satisfy Bell's inequality,  while improper mixtures  

sometimes viol'~te it by  a finite (alld large) amount .  MeasIu'ements of correla- 

t ion functions are possible and some have been carried out. While tim discus- 

sion of the exper imental  results is left for a future  section, we notice here 

tha t  the E P R  paradox so developed to its ext reme consequences is directly 

accessible to exper imental  verification. This is of great  importance also for 

the philosophy of science, as it shows tha t  a definite incompatibil i ty can exist 

between a well-defined philosophical hypothesis,  like locality, and a physical 

theory,  in the present case quantum mechanics. 

The previous derivat ion of Bell's inequali ty used in an essential way the 

formalism of quan tum theory or, rather ,  tht~t par t  of the formalism which is 

compatible with the LH. The original derivat ion of Bell's inequali ty relied, 

however, on a very  simple causal formalism which was total ly independent  

of qualltum theory and which was a (~onsequence of local determinism. Fur the r  

work led to a generalization of the philosophical hypotheses (determinism was 

unnecessary) and to a clarification of the 1)tlysic'~l basis. We will give in the 

following a proof taken from Bell's (~ theory of local beables ~) [221 which seems 

of great generality, since it is based only (m the assumption of relativistic 

causality, i.e. on the idea tha t  an event  in space-time is determined exclusively 

by  the events of its backward light-cone. Fur thermore ,  this proof can be for- 

mulated entirely in a probabilistic approaeh, as shown in Bell's paper and 

discussed below. 

Let  A and B be two events taking place in two spatially separated regions 1 

and 2 (fig. 1). Let  A and N (M and N) provide a complete specification of all 

events and processes having taken  place in the backward light-cone of A (B). 

According to special relat ivi ty only A and N (M and N) can influe~ce the 

event  A (B). ]n  a deterministic approach one could write 

(13) 
A =  A(A, N),  

B -  B(M, N) .  
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57otice tha t  events of type  ~V have only events of the same type  in their  back- 

ward light-cone. Events  of type  A have instead both  A and N in thei r  back- 

)f 

Fig. 1. 

ward light-cone. Events  of type  M are similarly determined by M - ~  5L 

Therefore,  if we refer to a statistical ensemble of situations like the  o;le shown 

in fig. ] and can have in every single si tuation different values for the 

(~ beables ~) A, M, N, it is possible to assume for the overall probabi l i ty  density 

o(A, M, N) a factorizat ion of the following type :  

(14) e(A, M, N) = ~,(A, 5T)~(M, N)~0(N) �9 

I f  the (( beables )~ A and B (for instance, results of measurements)  have dif- 

ferent  possible values (let us consider ~: I as a dieotomic ease) depending, 

according to (13), on A, M and N, the correlation funct ion is given by 

P( A, B) = f dA dM d.N el(AN) e2( MN) eo(.N) A (AN) B( M N  ) (15) I 

I t  is a simple ma t t e r  to show tha t  Bell's inequal i ty  is a necessary consequence 

of the previous equation. The proof is well known [23] and will not  be repeated  

here,  also because in the next  section, we shall give a very  general proof of all 

inequalities of Bell 's type  including Bell 's inequal i ty  i~self. 

Notice tha t  the deterministic formul~ (15) can be used to deduce a 

(( probabilistic )) formulat ion of the correlation function. Suppose, in fact~ 

tha t  A ~ {a, ~}, where a is fixed, while ,~ varies o~'er the statistical ensemble. 

Suppose, fur thermore,  tha t  M -~ {b, tt} with fixed b and variable tt~ and suppose 

finally tha t  N = v. One obtains from (15) 

P[A (a), B(b)l_ ---- fd~  d# dv 0o(~) ~)1(a~) ~)2(b~ t~) A (a~) B(bttr) P(ab) 

whence 

(16) P(ab) : (dr ~oO,)p(av)q(b~) , 
J 
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where 

: j d t t  Q2(b#u) B(bt tv )  , 

obviously 

] - - 1  < p ( a v ) ~  -I- 1 ,  
(18) / 1 ~ q(b~) ~: -t- 1 .  

BelPs inequal i ty  c{~u also be deduced direct ly f rom (16) and (18), as will be 

shown in the nex t  section. ~o t i ee  tha t  we have  deduced the <~ probabil is t ie  >> 

formula  (16) f rom the <~ determinis t ic  ~ one (15). This is, however,  not  neces- 

sary~ as one can deduce (16) direct ly f rom relativist ic separabil i ty.  In  fact ,  

if p+_(a~,) are the probabil i t ies  to measure  A in 1 and find :~ 1~ respectively,  

and if q+_(b~,) are similar probabil i t ies  for B in 2, o~le can assume [24], given ~, 

the two measuremeuts  as iI ldependent and wri te  for the joint probabil i t ies  

with fixed r 

~+,• b, ~) = p:~(ar)q• , 

whence the  v-averaged probabil i t ies 

b)fd  ~o(r)p• �9 

From the usual definition of the correlation function,  

P ( a b )  ~ + + - -  ~ + _ - -  oJ + + w _ _  , 

one deduces (15) with 

p(ar) = p+(au) - -  p_(au)  , 

q(bv) = q+(bu) - -  q_(bv) . 

Notice tha t  the fact  tha t  all the probabil i t ies p+,  q• lie between 0 aud 1 

together  with the  obvious fact  tha t  

p+(au) ~- p_(au)  = 1 = q+(b~) -~ q_(bv) 

leads to the val idi ty  of (18). 

Criticisms of this proof by  Sm~ro~ L HoR~'E and CT,A~SEI~ [25] seem to 

us uneovineing, based as they  are on highly artificial s i tuat ion or on the 

implicit  acceptance  of a re t roact ive  act ion it1 t ime. 
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6 .  - R e c e n t  r e s e a r c h  o n  B e l l ' s  i n e q u a l i t y .  

Different derivations of Bell's inequali ty have been given in the l i terature 

start ing from a deterministic [26] or from a probabilistic [27] point  of view. 

There have been extensions of the inequal i ty  to mult ivalued observables [28] 

as well as researches about  wheSher or not  there  are consequences of Einstein 

locality stronger than  BelFs inequal i ty  [29]. 

Another  interesting question is the following: Einstein locality leads to 

an upper  limit of 2 for the quan t i ty  A and this is all ve ry  clear and u~derstood. 

The quant i ty  A can in principle be as large as 4, bu t  quantum mechanics leads 

to values of ~ which can be as large as 2 v/2, bu t  not  larger. Is it  there  

some physical principle which can lead to the limit 2v/27 The answer is not  

known. An interesting mathemat ica l  fact  has been found by  IvA~owc [30], 

who pointed out tha t  if the dicotomic observables A(av), B(bu) are considered 

complex and with modulus one, so tha t  

P(ab) = fd~ e(~)A (av)B(bv) --~ f d r  e(v) exp [i~(av)] exp riyJ(bv)], 

one deduces easily 

(19) { 
[P(ab) -- P(ab')[ < fdv~(v) V2 - 2 cos-~ , 

[P(a'b) -~ P(a'b') <fdvg(~)%/2 + 2 cos 0, 

where 6 - -  ~(b~,) - -  ~ ( b ' v ) .  

One can easily check, by varying 6, tha t  

M~,, { V ~ - - ~ s  ~ + V 5  + 2 cos ~} = 2 V ~ ,  

so tha t  the quantum-mechanical  upper  l imit results for the quan t i ty  d to be 

defined, as in (8), by  the sum of the left-hand sides of (19). 

The physical meaning of such a formal  p roper ty  is, however~ not  clear. 

The paradoxical  aspects of violations of Bell's inequal i ty  have been exposed 

direct ly a t  the physical level by HER]~ERm [31], who considered the  (~ singlet ~) 

case for which P(ab) ~- - - l ,  if a = b. The essence of his argument  goes as 

follows: consider a parallel al ignment of the two parameters  a and b, a second 

si tuation in which b has been t i l ted of a small angle e and a third si tuation 

in which b ht~s been tilted of 2e. The three corresponding correlation func- 

tions are 

P(o)  = - 1 ,  

/'(e) = - - 1  + A(e) ,  

P(2s)  = - - 1  + 3(2e)  
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with A > 0. The value P ( 0 ) = -  1 is obtained because all acts of measure- 

ment on the part  of the two observers in regions 1 and 2 of fig. 1 give precisely 

opposite results when the relative angle of a and b is zero. The results obtained 

by observer Olin region 1 and by observer O2 in region 2 could be, for irtstanee, 

01: -}-1, - - 1 ,  - - 1 ,  + 1 ,  - -1  ~... 

05: - - 1 ,  4 -1 ,  4 - 1 , - - 1 ,  4 -1 ,  . . . .  

Now suppose that  a third observer, On, is spatially located at equal distances 

from O1 and 02, which we will consider very far away from each other (let us 

say at a light-year of distance). O3 receives on two different television screens 

the results found by O1 and O5 as well as the settings of the parameters a and b. 

O1 keeps a Mways fixed in the same direction decided a priori  (towards Andro- 

meda, for instance) and collects three sequence of numbers to measure P(0), 

P(e) and P(2e). Let Z~, Z2 and Z3 be these sequences. 

Simultaneously O: collects three seque~tces of numbers Z[, Z~, Z~, but Z~ 

has been collected with b pointing to Andromeda, for ~ b has been rotated 
/ f 

of e degrees and for Z a it has been rotated of 2s degrees. The sequence Z~ 

contains numbers orderly opposite t,o those of Z1, so that  P ( 0 ) = - - 1 .  The 

sequence Z~ contains mostly numbers orderly opposite to those of Z~, but 

a small fraction A (e) of them turns out to be equM to those of Z2. The meaning 

of this fact is very clear to On: the rotation of e performed by O5 has changed 

a fraction A (e) of the results he would have obtained without rotation (which O3 

knows because he can look on the first screen to the results received from O1). 

When O~ observes Z~, he expects to find 

(20) A(2e) < 2A(e), 

because 2e cau be thought of as the sum of two e rotations and one expects every 

rotation to change the same fraction of numbers independently of its starting 

point. The inequality sign in (20) arises from the fact that  some of the second- 

sign changes can take place on numbers ah'eady changed in sign iu the 

first case. 

If quantum-mechanical predictions are right, one should have 

~2 

A(e) _ 2 ' 

which violates (20). Arguments of this kind has led some people to the conclu- 

sion that  quantum-mechanicM predictions cannot be true in cases like this. 

Some authors [32] have tried to object that  the conditions under which 

Bell's inequality is usually derived are not physically reasonable. We believe 

that  pratically all these objections arise from misunderstandings, as emphasized, 
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in one case, by FREEDMAN and WI~NER [33]. The subtlest objection of this 

kind has been advanced by LOCHAK [32] and is based on the idea t ha t  equa- 

tions like (16) from which Belrs  inequali ty is usually deduced are unable to 

reproduce even in the case o/ a single particle the quantum-mechanical  predic- 

tions. A ]ortiori such equations should not  reproduce probabilities of correlated 

systems and there should not be any surprise in the fact tha t  quantum mechanics 

disagrees with their  consequences. Lochak's argument  goes as follows: let 

two dicotomic observables A(a) and B(b) be measured on the same atomic system 

and let 

p.(~) be the probabili ty tha t  a measurement  of A(a) gives ~; 

Pb(fl) be the probabili ty tha t  a measurement  of A(b) gives fl; 

p(~)(a ,fl) be the probability tha t  a measurement  of A(a) gives ~, if a 

previous measurement  of A(b) has given fl; 

(a) 
Pb (fl, a) be the probabili ty tha t  a measurement  of A(b) gives fl, if a 

previous measurement  of A(a) has given a. 

In  statistical physics it happens, in general, tha t  

(21) po(~) W)(B, ~) ~ p0@ p~)(~, fl); 

the relations equivalent to (16) for the case of a single particle are 

(22) 

and 

(23) 

{ Pa( ) =fd  
Pb(fl) : f d~t e(~) T(b~)O , 

Pat  ,P 

p:')(/~, a> = f d Z  9(Z> T(aafl> T(b/?.~>/fd~ 0(2)T(a~2) , 

where 

T(a~) t )  - -  A(a ,~)  -[- ~z , T (b f l 2 )  - -  A(b ,~)  + fl 

2~ 2fl 

Obviously, it follows from (22) and (23) tha t  in this theory one always has 

po(~) p(f(~, ~) = pb(~) pT(~, ~) ,  

so tha t  (21) is not  satisfied. 

To understand the answer to the previous objection to Bell's theorem, 

one should keep in mind tha t  the formalism with a single ~ and with ff(;~) 
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independent  of the parameters  a and b is always considered only a simplifica- 

tion of a more complex si tuation in which, as in the case of a single particle 

discussed above, one could have apparatus  hidden variables 2~, besides those 

denoted by 2, and a probabi l i ty  density 0~(22.) for 2~ which could depend, 

without  contradict ion with locality, on the particle hidden variable 2. 

The relations equivalent  to (22) are now 

f A(a2)La) @ ot 
P a ( o t ) =  d2~ d~ ~(~J~a) ~(2) - 2~ 

Similarly, one can write the relations equivalent  to (23). I t  is a simple ma t t e r  

then to see tha t  (21) becomes now generally true. 

Such a broader  hidden-variable theory  leads, however, to Bell's inequMity 

just  as the simplified one [14]. 

A proof of Bell's inequali ty which formally requires nei ther  the quantum 

mechanical formMism nor the hidden variables to be carried through, but  

which tries to rely only on locality has been discussed by S~APr [34] and 

E~E~_ARD [35]. 

In  the correlation measurements  discussed previously, observer O1 finds 

the results A1, A2, ..., An (nll equM to • 1), while observer O2 finds the cor- 

related results B1, B2, ..., B,, (also equal to ~= 1). The exper imental  cor- 

relat iou funetim~ is given by 

1 n 

P(AB) = n ,~ A,B~ . 

The locality hypothesis  is formulated iI~ this way:  if O1 and O5 perform the 

fore" possible sets of correlated measurements  for the observables A, A'  of O1 

and B, B'  of O5, it is possible to assume tha t  only four sets of results can be 

used to construct  the correlation functions, ~'o tha t  

P(AB) = -I ~ A,B~, 

t P(A' B) = _ 1 ~ A~ B~ , 
?b 

P(AB') =-1 ~ A~B~ , 
n 

P(A' B') = 1 ~_, A~ B~ 

The proof of the inequal i ty  is then  straightforward, since 

A ~-- P ( A B ) - - P ( A B ' )  + P(A'B)  + P(A 'B ' )< 

< IP(AB)--P(AB')[ + IP(A'B) -~- P(A'B')] 

1 1 1 
< - ~: IA,B, - -A,R:I  + ; 5 IA'IB, + A',B'd = - ~ {IB,--B:I + IB,+ B:I} = 2. 

n ~b 
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This proof relies on a double assumption at the physical level: the first one 

is that,  if O1, O~ actually do me~sure A and B, respectively, and find {A~}, {B~}, 

then they would have found {A~}, {B~} if they had measured A, B' and 

{A~}, {B~} if they had measured A', B. The second, more questionable as- 

sumption because more remote from the actual measurements is that  the sets 

{A;}, {BI} caI1 be used to construct the fourth correlation function. Further- 

more, BEI~m~LOT [36] has shown that  these locality assumptions hide really 

some form of determinism, so that  the claim to have given a proof based only 

on locality may only be superficially correct. 

The physical meaning of Bell's inequality has been stressed by Bo~- 

sAc~ [37], who noticed that  relativity and light-cones are not necessary for 

its proof. Only very general properties about different physical space regions 

and their interactions can be used, properties which are generally admitted 

as true in nonrelativistic as well as in relativistic physics. The spirit of 

Bonsack's proof is not very different from the one of ref. []4]. 

7. - General  consequences  o f  Einste in  local i ty .  

In the present section we will review, without proof, the consequences of 

Einstein locality different from Bell's inequality, deduced by several authors, 

and we will next give a general proof of all the inequalities for linear com- 

binations of correlations functions which can be deduced from Einstein locality. 

The first to derive new inequalities w~s PEARLE [38], who found 

n 

~.[P(a,b,) § P(a,+,b,)]<2n--2 § P(a,b.) . 
i ~ l  

Similarly D'ESPAGNAT [39] was able to show that  

n i--1 

i = l  J~ l  

Further inequalities were obtained by HE~]3~T and KAlCUS:g [40], who wrote 

- -n  <n/~(O)--P(@)--n § P(o) <o ,  

where _P(0) is .P(ab) when 0 is the angle between the two arguments a and b. 

Recently 1~ou and SINGH [41] deduced three inequalities the simplest of 

which is 

where Q , =  ~P(a~bj ) ,  ~ and ~ being sign factors. 
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Other results deduced from Einstein locality were theorems for the behaviour 

of correlation functions at small angles [42], but  these will not, be writ ten down 

here because too long to review. 

Interest ing generalizations of Bell's inequali ty for arbi trary coefficients 

multiplying three correlation functions were obtained by GARUCCI0 [43]. 

There is, however, a method permit t ing one to obtain inequalities for all 

the possible linear combinations of correlation functions [44]. 

The start ing points have been obtained in the previous section from Einstein 

locality in a very general probabilistic formulation. With  slight changes of 

notation they  are relations (24) and (25) below 

(24) P(a~ bj) =f42 p(a~ 2) q(b~ 2), 

where 

(25) 
- - 1 ,  p ( a i 2 ) 1  , 

- - l  <q(bj 2 )< l  . 

Consider next  an inequality of the type 

(26) ~ c. P(aibj) <F,  
i i  

where e~j and F are real numbers. An inequality of this type is called trivial if 

F >  ~. [ciJl, 
i i  

because its 1.h.s. can never exceed such a F by the very definition of correla- 

tion function. 

Notice tha t  (26) can be true, given (24), if and ol)ly if 

(27) L -- ~ c .  p(a~ 2) q(bj 2) ~ F .  
i j  

In fact, if (27) is true, it is enough to mult iply it by ~(~) and integrate to 

get (26). Conversely, if (26) has to be true for any conceivable distribution 

of hidden variables, it is enough to choose ~ ( 2 ) =  b(2--20) to deduce (27) 

from (26). This important  theorem allows us to obtain F:  in fact, the most 

stringent inequality is found when F is taken equal to the maximum value of 

the 1.h.s. of (27). Therefore, 

(28) 
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where the maximum has to be taken  over all the conceivable dependences of p 

and q on 2. Among them it is useful to consider the independence for which (27) 

becomes 

(29) F =  Max { ~  cijpiqj} , 

where 

Pi = p(ai) , qj = q(b~) . 

In  this case we have to find the max imum of a linear form of p, ,  q~. This 

maximum is natural ly  oa the boundary,  where 

tP, I = IqJ I = 1 

for all i, j, namely in one of the  vertices of the  hypercnbe C in the  multi- 

dimensional space having p~ and qj as Cartesian co-ordinates. Now the la t ter  

result,  deduced for the part icular  case (29) of independent  p~ and qj, is generally 

valid. In  fact,  the quan t i ty  L of (27) is l imited by  every conceivable 2-dependence 

to some curve or surface all included within the hypercnbe C. 

The value of L itself depends only on the values of q(a~2) and p(bj2) 

for given coefficients c , ,  tha t  is to say at  the considered point  -Po of C, which- 

ever are the part icular  valnes of 2, a~, bj which allow L to reach the point  Po- 

The largest value of L is, therefore,  in all cases in one of the vertices of the 

hypereube C, where 

(30) { p ( a , 2 ) =  $ , =  : ~ 1 ,  

q(bj 2 )=  ~ j =  i 1 ,  

so tha t  

(31) 

This is our main result. There remain three  impor tan t  properties of the inequali- 

t ies (26)-[-(31) which are to be discussed: 

i) Every inequality whose coei]icients c ,  have ]actorable signs is trivial. 

In  fact, if 

with 

c .  = Ic,J I ,J 
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one has f rom (31) 

~,r/ i i  

since it is possible to choose ~ ~'~ for i and ~- - - -~  for all ]. 

ii) In  all irreducible inequalities every argument a~ and every argument b~ 

appears more than once. In  fact,  in our result  

(32) ~ cijP(a~bj) ~ M a x  { ~  ~., 

there  is a one-to-one correspondence between parameters  a~ and signs ~ and 

between parameters  bj and signs ~j. As a consequeuce, if in L a given argu- 

ment  a~ or bm enters only onc% one of the coefficients c~ enters in F only in 

modulus. In  fact,  let $~ be the sig~ entering only once. One has 

since one can always choose ~ in such a way tha t  c~1~7~--~ Icul. In  the 

present  case the inequali ty (32) can be reduced to the more elementa~'y one 

~ cir < I ' - -  Icu] . 
i>~2 j 

iii) I] the l.h.s, o] (32) can be split into two parts such that no argument a~ 

or b~ is common to two correlation ]uetions belonging to each o] these two parts, 

then the inequality deducible ]rom Einstein locality can be reduced to two more 

elementary inequalities. 

The proof of this statemell t  is omit ted  for brevi ty,  but  ca~l be found in 

ref. [36]. 

The propert ies i), ii) and iii) can be used as tools for the direct construction 

of inequalities. I t  can be shown in this way tha t  only tr ivial  or reducible 

inequalities exist  for linear combillatioas of 1, 2, 3, 5 correlation functions. 

Ill the  case of four correlat ion functions with coefficients having nonfactorable 

signs one deduces 

2 

(33) c11P1~ + c~2B~2 + c2~B2~-{- c22P22< ~ I c . ] - -2  mill Ic~.,[ 
i , j= l  

where / ) ~ = 2 ( a ~ b j ) .  The previous iltequality reduces essentially to Belrs  

inequal i ty  (8), if c11=c12=e21=--c22 ~ ~f-1. 
Similar inequalities can be deduced for linear combinations of six or more 

correlation functions. 
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I t  should be noticed tha t  the previous technique allows one to obtain, in 

principle, all the  possible (infinite) inequalities deducible f rom Einstein locality. 

In  practice it can be interest ing to investigate numerical ly the simplest ones 

and to t ry  to unders tand if a different more synthet ic  way exists to express 

the physical content  of Einstein locality. 

Slightly different considerations must  be made for the (~ singlet ~) case, 

defined by  the relation 

.P(aa) = -  1 (for all a ) .  

In  such a case it follows from (24) t ha t  

p(a)~) q(a,~) = - -  1 (for all a, ),) , 

since ~(2) is a positlve-definite and normalized function. The solutions of the 

previous equation, because of (25), are given ei ther  by  p(a,~) = ~- i ---- - -  q(a2) 

or by  p(a2) ~ - - 1  ~ --q(a,~). Since p and q have the s t ructure  of differences 

of probabilities, this implies tha t  all probabilit ies are ei ther 0 or 1, so tha t  the 

probabilistic approach reduces, in the (~ singlet ~) case, to the determinist ic 

one. Therefore,  we can write 

aj) ---- - - f  d,~ e(,~) A(a~ ,~) A(a j  )~) . (34) P(ai  

Obviously all the  deductions carried on in the general case for the inequali- 

ties of linear combinations of correlation functions can be carried on also in 

the present  ease: the difference, obvious if one compares (34) with (24), will 

be tha t  - - ~ j  will appear  in place of ~r so tha t  

t t  ~ I, ii  

An analysis of the s tructure of the last inequal i ty  shows tha t  in the present  

case meaningful inequalities appear  also for 3 and 5 correlation functions. The 

former  case leads to inequalities identical to those deduced by  GARUCCIO [43] 

with a different approach. 

I t  should be noted  tha t  the procedure followed to deduce the  result  (32) 

implies tha t  all arguments  of the correlation functions should satisfy (30) 

when the max imum / '  is touched by  the linear combination of correlation 

functions. But  these relations are always true in the deterministic local theories 

in which p and q are subst i tuted by  the dicotomie variables A(a).) and B(b)O. 

Therefore,  it is impossible to  distinguish experimental ly deterministic local 

theories f rom probabilistic local theories by  using inequalities of Bell's type.  

The generali ty gained with probabilistic theories is, therefore,  only concep- 

tual  bu t  devoid of any practical  consequences. 
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A problem needing further research is the one about the physical content 

of the infinite inequalities (32): are the restrictions implied for ~he correlation 

function all contained in Bell's inequali ty? 

This question has been answered positively in the case of inequalities 

with three or four correlation functions by the Palermo group [29], but  indica- 

tions of the fact tha t  the general answer should be negative have been found 

by RoY and SI~GH [41]. 

8. - N o n l o c a l i t y  and  re lat iv i ty .  

The question whether or not the eventual violations of Bell's inequality 

can carry a signal has been discussed by BOH~ and HIL]~Y [45], who com- 

mented:  (( I f  it can, we will be led to ~ violation of the principles of Einstein's 

theory of relativity,  because the instantaneous interaction implied by the 

quantum potential  will lead to the possibility of a signal tha t  is faster than 

l!ght ,). 

The whole quantum-mechanical  t rea tment  of distant  systems does in fact 

contain this difficulty. Boner and HILEY showed tha t  the two-body Schr6- 

dinger equation for the wave function r =Rexp[iS/h] can be 

written 

~t q - V I " ( R  2 m / 

and 

(37) 
~S 1 1  

J[-~(V1S)2 ~f-~(V2S)2~ V(XlX2)- ~ V r  
~t 

where R 2 is the probability density, V(x~x2) is the external and relative poten- 

tial of the two particles and 

(38) Vq-- 2m~ R q- R ]" 

Now eq. (36) evidently describes the conservation of probability in the con- 

figuration space of the two particles. Equat ion (37) is a Hamil tomJacobi  

equation for the system of two particles, acted on not only by the classical 

potential  V, but  also by the quantum potential  Vq(xlx2t). 
The lat ter  has strange uonlocal properties, since 

a) it  does not in general produce a vanishing interaction between the 

two particles when Ix1-- x21 ~+ o% 
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b) it cannot  be expressed as a universal  funct ion of the co-ordinates 

as can be done with usual potentials ,  

c) it depends on r and, therefore,  on the  q u a n t u m  sys tem ~s a 

whole; since R=R(x~x2 t ) ,  the force act ing on part icle  1 depends on the 

s imultaneous posit ion of part icle  2 and  vice versa. 

As we saw already in the  case of the  E P R  pa radox  and of Bell% inequali ty,  

nonlocali ty disappears for fac torable  states.  I n  fact ,  f rom r = r162 it follows 

tha t  

R(x, x~ t) = l~(x~) R~(x~) 

and the  q u a n t u m  potent ia l  (38) becomes 

V~-- 2 m \  R~(x~) ~- R~(x2) ] 

so t ha t  each part icle  is now acted  on by  a force depending only on its own 

posit ion. 

BOH~ and HILEy basical ly accept  the  nonlocal effects which consider the  

essential  new qual i ty  implied by  q u a n t u m  theory  and  t ry  to develop a physical  

p ic ture  of the  world based on the  not ion of (( unbroken wholeness ~) which they  

a t t r ibu te  to correlated q u a n t u m  systems.  

Nevertheless,  the prob lem of reconciling nonlocal effects with re la t iv i ty  

remains  unsolved. I n  a recent  pape r  HILEY [46] quotes  the  following opinion, 

expressed in ]972 by  Dr~Ac: (~ I t  (nonlocality) is against  the  spirit  of re la t iv i ty ,  

bu t  is the  best  we can do at  the present  t ime  ... and, of course, one is not  satisfied 

with such a theory.  I th ink  one ought to say t ha t  the p rob lem of reconciling 

quan tum theory  and re la t iv i ty  is not  solved ~). Incidenta l ly ,  i t  is amusing  

to recall t ha t  in the  last  quoted  pape r  HrLEu comments :  (~ Al though some 

regard  NEWTO~ as being sympa the t i c  to the  notion of act ion a t  a distance,  

his writ ings clearly show t h a t  to h im nonlocal connection was a philosophical  

absurd i ty  ~). 

As for Dirac ' s  opinions we add t h a t  ia  a 1974 seminar  held in R o m e  he 

s ta ted :  (( I t  seems to me to be evident  t h a t  we do not  ye t  have  the  fundamen ta l  

laws of q u a n t u m  mechanics.  The laws t ha t  we are now using will need to have  

some impor t an t  modification made  in t h e m  before we shall have  a relat ivis t ic  

theory.  I t  is ve ry  likely t ha t  this modificat ion f rom the present  q u a n t u m  

mechanics to the  relat ivist ic  q u a n t u m  mechanics of the fu ture  will be just  

as drast ic as the  modificatio~ f rom the  Bohr  orbit  theory  to the  present  q u a n t u m  

mechanics.  When  we make  such a drast ic al terat ion,  of course, our ideas of the 

physical  in te rpre ta t ion  of the  theory  with its s ta t is t ical  calculations m a y  ve ry  

well be  modified ~) [47]. 

I n  very  recent  papers  VmIE~ [48] has noted  t ha t  the va l id i ty  of the  quan- 
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turn-mechanical predictions for correlated particles implies (~ a destruction of 

the Einsteinian concept of material  causality in the evolution of Nature  ~). 

Vigier's theory contains three fundamental  elements: 

a) extended (( rigid )) particles which move always with subluminal veloc- 

ity, bu t  which can propagate  within their  interiors signals with superluminal 

velocity;  

b) a physical vacuum viewed as a thermos ta t  of such rigid particles, 

which provides the basis, in the spirit of the older Bohm-Vigier proposal, to 

the probabilistie properties of quantum phenomena;  

c) waves, which propagate  as real physical collective excitations {i.e. as 

density waves) on the top of the previous thermostat .  

In  this way information start ing on the r wave's boundary  (such as the 

opening or closing a slit in the double-slit Young hole interference experiment) 

reacts with superluminal velocity (via the qu~mtmn potential) on the particle 

motions which move with subluminal group velocities along the lines of flow 

of the quantum-mechanical  r waves. 

This theory,  if really consistent with special relativity,  couhl generate 

istantaneous interactions between distant  particles as implied by the quantum- 

mechanical correlations. I t  seems, however, unlikely to the present authors 

tha t  this can be a solution to all problems, beeausc it  is diilicult to think, 

physically, tha t  even such superluminal waves may give rise to observable 

effects at  an arbitrari ly large distance wi thout  ever loosing in efIicieney, as 

implied by the validi ty of quantum mechanics. 

This difficulty is well known to VrGIER, who proposes to check with experi- 

ments the real physical range of such collective superluminal interactions. 

In all cases let us notice tha t  the existence of supcrlulninal waves and par- 

ticles (tachyons) has been discussed by several authors (e.g., see [49]). 

There does not  seem to be any difficulty in reconciling such entities with 

causality, in the sense tha t  no observer will see any signal transmission into 

his past. I t  is, however, unpleasant  for people not  ready to accept a relativistic 

philosophy (which is, of course, much stronger than  the belief in the full val idi ty 

of relativity theory) tha t  the judgement  about  what  is <( cause ~) and what  is 

(~ effect ~) is observer-dependent,  so tha t  ent ropy could perhaps be judged as 

decreasing when physical processes are observed from superluminal frames. 

Another  aspect of nonloeal models which is interest ing is tha t  locality is 

by  no means a ~ecessary condition for the val idi ty of Bell's inequali ty:  it  is, 

in fact,  possible to develop models which are nonlocal bu t  satisfy the inequality. 

Some of these models have been discussed by  EDWARDS [50] and EDWAICDS 

and BALL:E~TINE [51]. 

In  the second of these papers it has been shown tha t  it  is always possible 

to construct  a nonlocal theory tha t  is observationally indistinguishable from 
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a local theory. The assumptions made are that  nonlocal probabilities ]or single 

particles are in all cases identical to the local ones: 

(39) 
{ p• -~ p• ~) , 

q• =- q• 4),  

but that  the correlation function can be written 

P(ab) =fd4e(4)~(ab; 4) , 
where 

z(ab; 4) ~ p(a4)q(b4) -~ qvo(ab, )l), 

where p and q are given, as usual, by differences of the ~- and -- probabili- 

ties (39). EDWAR])S and BALLENTINE proved that  it is mathematically possible 

to choose in all cases ~o(ab; k)ve 0 and satisfying 

f d 4  ~(2) q~o(ab; 4) = O. 

In this way nonlocal effects change the coincidence rate for any given 4, 

but they cancel out in the correlation function, which is identical to the one 

calculated with only local correlations and which, therefore, satisfies Bell's 

inequality. 

Other nonlocal models which satisfy the inequality have been discussed 

by GARUCCIO and SELLE1r who also found a connection between the 

nonlocal effects of quantum mechanics and the wavelike interferences typical 

of this theory. 

Consider a mixture of state vectors of the first type for which the state 

vector I~v~)jr has probability o~. The correlation function for the observa- 

bles A(a) and B(b) is given by 

(40) P(ab) : ~ o)z A(al) B(bl) , 
l 

where 

A(bl) = (~IA(a) l~>,  

B(bl) =- <r IB(b) Ir . 

In (40) one has co~>0 and ~co~ : 1. Equation (40) is, therefore, closely anal- 
Z 

ogous to the hidden-variable expression 

(4]) P(ab) = f d4 e(4) A(a4) B(b4) 

and leads to Bell's inequality. 
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Consider instead a state vector  of the second type  which can always be 

wri t ten [53] as 

1 

The correlation function is now given by  

(42) P(ab) = ~ ~ / ~ , A ( a t t ' ) B ( b l l ' ) ,  
l l '  

where 

A(all ')  = (yh[A(a)I*/~,,i , 

B(Mt') = (.r Ir �9 

I t  is well known tha t  eq. (42) violates Bell's inequality. I t  is remarkable 

tha t  (42) is, in many  w~ys, similar to the h.v. expression (41): if one considers 

from the purely formal point  of view l and I' as hidden variables, one con- 

cludes tha t  locality is satisfied (A(a) does not  depend on b, B(b) does not  

depend on a, tile h.v. density function does not  depend on a, b). The reason 

why (42) violates Bell's inequali ty is tha t  the (( density function )) is not  nor- 

realized to uni ty :  

(43) 
l l '  1 l r  l~=t ' 

which is, in general, larger than  uni ty  because of tile presence of interference 

terms (those having 1 7' l'). Violations of Bell's inequali ty are, therefore, a 

typical  quantum phenomenon,  since they arise from interferences, which are 

due to the wave properties of matter .  

9. - T i m e - s y m m e t r i c  theor ie s .  

Several authors have advanced solutions of the E P R  paradox which t ry  

to incorporate in the theory a fully t ime-symmetr ic  formalism. 

A very  interesting proposal is the one by  I~AYSKI [54], who considered the 

old-fashioned concept of state to be (( inadequate  and misleading ,). He  pro- 

posed to consider a measurement  at  a given t ime as serving two purposes: 

yield information about  the system comparable with any preceding information 

and, simultaneously, prepare the initial state for the future.  I f  a measurement  

of A, at  t ime t, has given the eigenvalue Az relative to the eigenstate IA,~. 

and if a measurement  of B at t ime t~ (t a ; .  tl) has given B,,, relat ive to the 

eigenstate IB,, , ,  ICAYS~a proposes to use both vectors jAz} and IB,,,~ in the 
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t ime interval (tl, t~). In  this way a full invariance of the theory under t ime 

reversal is built in  from the outset. These formal assumptions are based on 

Rayski 's  physical idea tha t  (( the measurement yields information about some 

pre-existing values of the measured quantities and, at the same time, causes 

a perturbation and produces some new, unknown, but  nevertheless existing, 

values of other observables ~>. Quantum mechanics and realism are thought  

in this way to have been reconciled, because this new interpretat ion is thought  

not  to contradict in the least the formalism of quantum meehanies~ nor to 

be in conflict with any of its experimentally verifiable consequences. We found 

Rayski 's  proposal very interesting for opposite reasons, because, as we shall 

show below~ this reconciliation with realism is obtained at  the price of building 

a theory which can never violate Bell's inequality [55]. 

In  fact, let, as usual, N pairs S~-~S.~ propagate in opposite directions. On 

$1 (S~) the noncommuting dicotomic ( =  j : ] )  observables A(a), A(a'), (B(b)~ B(b~)) 

can be measured. All the possible results in Rayski 's  theory are already writ ten 

on the particles, so tha t  we can divide the overall ensemble of N pairs in 

]6 subensembles, in each of which the values of A(a), A(a'),  B(b), B(b') are 

all well defined (Heisenberg's principle is taken into account in this theory 

because the measurements~ e.g., of A(a) on S~ destroys the previously deter- 

mined value of A(a') and creates a new but  unknown value of this observable). 

The population of each subensemble is 

n(ijkl) , 

where i, j, k, 1 ~- 0, ] and A(a) z (--1) ~, A(a') ~ (--1) ~, B(b) ~- (--1) k, B(b') -~ 

(_  ])z. Obviously, 

N : :  ~ n(i]kl). 
i ikl  

The correlation function P(ab) is given by 

1 
P(ab) = ~ ~ n( i jk l ) ( - -1) ' ( - - l )  ~ �9 

Similar expressions hold for P(ab'), P(a'b), P(a'b'). 

One has then 

[P(ab) - -  P(ab')[ < N ~ n(ijkl)](--1)~-- (--1)~] , 

]P(a'b) ~- P(a'b')] < ~ ~ n(iikl)[(--1) ~ + (--1) ' ] ,  

so tha t  the sum of the 1.h. sides of the previous inequalities is never larger 

than  2 and Bell's inequality is always satisfied. 
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We consider Rayski's proposal as a further proof of the irreconcilability 

of quantum mechanics and realism, even though the author himself was not 

aware of the implications of this theory for Bell's inequality. 

Other proposals of time-symmetric theories imply, in a way or another, 

transmission of signals toward the past. A very nice paper along such lines 

has been written by RIETDIJK [19], who argued that  a full acceptance of a 

realistic description of atomic objects and of quantum mechanics leads one 

to the conclusion that  the human choice of the observables to be measured 

on a beam of particles acts retroactively in time on the production events 

forcing them to generate particles in eigenstates of the observables to be 

measured. A similar proposal was advanced by STAB] ) [56]. According to him 

(~ Bell's theorem shows that no theory of reality compatible with quantum 

theory can allow the spatially separated parts of reality to be independent: 

these parts must be related some way that  goes beyond the familiar idea that  

causal connections propagate only into the forward light-cone )). 

STAVP starts from this acceptance of nonlocality and tries to develop a 

very ambitious (( theory of reality ~) based on some aspects of the philosophy of 

Whitehead. Fundamental  in Stapp's theory is the idea that information flows 

from an event both forward in time to its potential successors and backward 

to its antecedents; it is, however, not clear how this information is propagated 

and in this respect Stapp's theory is less complete than Costa de Beauregard's [57], 

where propagation of signals toward the past takes place physically through 

the propagation of waves and particles. 

The point of departure of his analysis is given by some fundamental problems 

of statistical thermodynamics, in particular by Losehmidt's reversibility objec- 

tion and Zermelo's periodicity objection against Boltzmann's statistical me- 

chanics. These paradoxes show the existence of a lawlike (or de jure) time 

simmetry of the laws of physics opposed to a faetlike (or de ]acto) time sim- 

merry. Another type of de jure symmetry appears with particular clearness 

in the equivalence established by cybernetics between the concepts of infor- 

mation and of negentropy, which are expressed by the same mathematical 

formula. According to COSTA ~)E BEAUREGAICD a major discovery of cyber- 

netics is represented by Gabor's statement that ((one cannot get anything 

from nothing, not even an observation )~, since in this way the observer and 

in particular his consciousness, ~ as a spectator must buy its ticket one dime 

or two. But this alone is sufficient for allowing to become an actor also ~). 

In this way the consciousness of the observer is able to produce the wave 

packet reduction as in the interpretation of measurement proposed by vo~ 

NEU~A~N, ]~ONDO'N and BAUER and WIGC~nR which will be discussed in future 

sections. 

Costa de Beauregard's time-symmetric theory allows one to give a solution 

of the EPI~ paradox at least formally compatible with quantum mechanics 

and special relativity, since the quantum-mechanical formalism is accepted 
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without reserve and all signals travel within light-cones (but sometimes towards 

the past). 

This (( solution ~ consists in a full acceptance of the paradox as a true fact 

of Nature and in its formalization in the relativistic quantum theory of Jordan- 

Paull propagators. In this theory the completeness of the basis for expanding 

the wave function at any point-instant in terms of orthogonal propagators 

requires the presence of both retarded and advanced waves. This is shown 

by COST~ DE BEAUlCEGA]~D to imply that  the wave collapse in a certain space- 

time region produces consequences propagating both towards the future and 

towards the past, in the latter ease the propagation being, however, transmitted 

by negative energies. From this point of view this theory is, therefore, similar 

to Feynman's positron theory where negative-energy states are assumed to 

propagate towards the past. At this point we cannot, however, but  recall 

Dirac's opinion, quoted in the previous section, that  we do not have, pres- 

ently, a full relativistic quantum theory. The consequences of those theoreti- 

cal attempts to build such a theory which have been produced up to now 

should, therefore, be looked with some reserve, particularly so when they sound 

strange and amenable to different interpretations. 

10.  - The  B o h m - A h a r o n o v  hypothes is .  

The first realization of the fact that  quantum mechanics has two different 

types of description of distant systems is due to FURRy and is contained 

in a 1936 paper [58] which discusses the E P ~  paradox of the year before. 

But  Bom~ and A ~ o ~ o v  [59] were the first who proposed that  the state 

vectors of the second type may spontaneously decompose into mixtures of 

(factorable) state vectors of the first type, because of some unknown physical 

mechanism. They also derived observable consequences from their hypoth- 

esis and discussed its compatibility with existing experiments. The Bohm- 

Aharonov hypothesis (BAH) has been found increasingly attractive, in recent 

years, by quite a number of authors: among them was J•vcE [60], who 

wrote: (( We may thus say that  the essence of our new notion of state is con- 

tained in the statement: Mixtures  o] the 2rid kind do not exist ~. 

Several other authors used this hypothesis: among them we recall DE B~o- 

GLIE [61], BEDFORD [62], PmON [63], Gn:mARDI and collaborators [64]. 

Much of the excitement was probably generated by the fact, that  we 

discussed in a previous section, that  the EPt~ paradox can be formulated as 

a contradiction between mixtures of state vectors of the first type, on the 

one hand, and state vectors of the second type, on the other hand. As we 

saw, also Bell's inequality can be deduced from state vectors of the first type 

and is, therefore, always ~rue within (~ reduced quantum mechanics )~. Much 

reasearch has been carried out in the at tempt  to derive observable consequences 
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f rom ~he BAH. For  a given state  vector  of the second type  I~j> the notion of 

s e n s i t i v e  o b s e r v a b l e s  has been i l l troduced [65]: these are the observables whose 

expectat ion value over I~> is observably different f rom their  expecta t ion values 

over any mixture  of fa(.torable state vectors. I t  has been proved that ,  if 1~/> 

is a state vector  of the second type  for two correlated systems S~ and $2, the 

projection operator  F,~ = I~> (~] is a sensitive observable for the system S,q-S2. 

An application of the previous result  to a two-photon system with to ta l  angular 

momentum equal to zero, t ha t  is to say described by  the s ta te  vector  

(44) 
1 

I~o> = ~-~{l~>ly '>-Iy>lx '>} 

(where Ix> and ]y> are state vectors for the first photon with linear polarization 

along the x and y axes, respectively, and Ix'}~ lY'> similarly describe the second 

photon)~ has led to the conclusion tha t  the following inequali ty should always 

be found correct,  if the  BAH is t rue:  

(45) - - P ( 0  ~ O ~ - -  P(45 ~ 45 ~ - -  P(]~ttC, R H C ) < 1 ,  

wh~re the P ' s  ar% as usual~ correlation functions, O ~ indicates a tra,nsmission 

measurement  of a photon through ,~ polarizer with polarization axis along x, 

45 ~ indicates the same with polarization axis a t  45 ~ RHC indicates a trans- 

mission measm'ement of a photon through a r ight-handed circular polarizer [66]. 

The difference of the result (45) with complete quan tum mechanics is really 

striking, since the value 3 would be predicted for the 1.h. side of (45). 

Several  results of this kind have been obta ined by  different authors [67]. 

A general theorem for the identification of sensitive observables has been 

found by  C~AR0- PETIIO_NI [68]. 
In  spite of these interest ing results, the BAH has in our opinion lost some 

of its original iuterest ,  not  only because the first experiments  [69] show disa- 

greement  with it, bu t  also because it has been realized how narrow is a (~ reduced 

quantum mechanics )) obtained by applying the BAH to regular quan tum 

mechanics [70]. 

To underst~md this impor tan t  point,  consider the inequali ty deduced from 

the sensitive observable I~> (~] when I~> is the (~ singlet ~ state of t~o  spin -1 

particles. This inequali ty,  which presents some formal  analogies with (45), is 

(46) K = - -  P ( ~ )  - -  P ( j j )  - -  P ( ] ~ )  < I, 

where ~,j, ~ are three unit  vectors along the three orthogonal axes x, y, z. 

The << singlet ~> state  (of the second type) gives, for all d 

(47) P ( d d )  ~ -  - -  ] , 

so tha t  it follows K ~ 3. 
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The fact that makes presently the BAH less appealing is the following: 

one can easily imagine classical models for correlated systems, such that  (47) 

holds far all possible d. 

One such model is the following. 

Consider a statistical ensemble of pairs of spheres : the two spheres constitut- 

ing each pair propagate in opposite directions with constant velocity. All 

spheres are spinning and in each pair the two rotations take place around 

opposite directions. In the statistical ensemble these directions can have, say, 

an isotropic distribution. 

Two experimental apparata AI and A, are set on the path of the oppositely 

moving spheres, in such a way that  the motion is not disturbed, but the sign 

of the spin projection on a certain direction d is recorded. Because of the 

opposite rotations, if A1 records ~- 1, A2 shall record --  1 and vice versa. There- 

fore, the correlation function P(dd), average of the products of the correlated 

results obtained by A~ and A2, is necessarily - - 1 ,  and this remains true for 

all possible choices of d. Referring to (46), we see that this classical model 

implies K ---- 3. 

The conclusion is that (( reduced quantum mechanics }> cannot reproduce 

the properties of this simple classical model of correlated spins: it seems, there- 

fore, that  the hope that  the BAH can reproduce our physical world is rather dim. 

This fact, however, does not allow one to conclude that  the researches 

carried out on the BAH are uninteresting: it is quite possible that  new ideas 

of a modified quantum theory different from the one obtained by a direct 

application of the BAH be found in this way. 

A modified time evolution of the elements m~j of the density matrix for 

two spin-�89 particles has been proposed by PITON [63]. The new equation is 

supposed to be 

�9 ~ m . ( t )  [H,  m ( t ) ] ~ - -  i 
~t - -  ~ (1 - -  ~ )  m~j(t) 

and reduces to the usual Heisenberg equation when T - +  c~, For finite T 

the extra term gives rise to damping effects for all the nondiagonal elements 

of the density matrix. 

In the same spirit GHIRARDI, HI/KII~I and "vV~]3]~ [64] proposed a mathe- 

matical model which modified quantum mechanics in such a way that  time 

evolution is governed by the Schrtidinger equation when two correlated quantum 

systems are close together, while a continuous transition to a mixture takes 

place with increasing distance. 

11. - E x p e r i m e n t s  o n  E i n s t e i n  l o c a l i t y .  

Excellent review papers on the experiments performed in recent years to 

check the foundations of quantum mechanics have been written by PIPKIN [71] 
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~md by CLAUS:Eg and SHI~ONY [72J. They contain rather detailed descriptions 

of the apparata and of the obtained results: we refer to them the reader inter- 

ested in these aspects of the problem. 

Three types of experiments have been performed in order to study the 

contrast between Einstein locality ~md quantum mectmnies expressed by 

Bell's inequality. 

11"1. Cascade photon experiments. - Following the original suggestion by 

CLAUSER, HORn)z, Sm~o~Y ~md HOLT [26] experiments on the transmission/ 

absorption of two correlated photons emitted in the same atomic cascade 

(for instance in ~ Cu J - - 0  to J 0 two-photon transition) have been per- 

formed by FREED~L~N and CLAUSEg [73], HOLT and PIPKIN [74], CLAUSEg [75] 

and Flay ~nd THO)IPSON [76]. Circular-polarization measurements for the 

same processes have been made by CLAUSER [77] in order to check the validity 

of the BAH. With the exception of the Holt-Pipkin experiment, agreement 

has always been found with quantum-mechanical predictions. 

11"2. Positronium annihilation experiments. - A test of Bell's inequality 

using the high-energy photons produced by positronium annihilation (c+e--~ T7) 

is possible if one studies through correlated Compton scatterings the polar- 

ization correlations of the two y-rays. The first experiments of this type were 

performed by KASDAY~ ULL~[AN and Wu [781] followed by FAgAC[~ GUTKOWSKI~ 
NOTARRIGO and I'ENNISI [79], by WILSON, LOWE and BITTT [80] and by BRVNO, 

I)'AGOSTINO and MARONI [81]. 

With the exception of the (?atania experiment, good agreement has been 

found with the predictions of quantum mechanics. 

11'3. Proton-yroto't~ scattt~ring txperimeltt.~.. - Following the suggestion 

originally made by Fox [821] an experiment designed to test the validity of 

Bell's inequality for spin correlations of two protons has been carried out by 

LAMEtII-]~ACHTI and MITTIG I83~. Once more, agreement with quantum me- 

chanics was obtained within the limited statistics of this experiment. 

We know about three further experiments being run or prepared right now: 

Aspect's experiment [84] repeats the cascade photon experiments with an 

/~ssential improvenlent: the orientation of the polarizers changes randomly in 

a time comparable with the time of flight of the two photons. This means 

that  the two '~cts of measurement can actually be considered as completely 

independent in the sense that no signal can inform one of them of the decisions 

concerning the other one. 

Bertolini's experiment [~5] repeats the positronium annihilation experi- 

ments with the essential improvement that  the y-rays scatter in Ge crystals 
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which are sensitive to the total ionization produced by every photon inter- 

action. 

A pure sample of correlated single scatterings can be selected in this way, 

thereby eliminating the major source of ambiguity of the previous experi- 

ments of this type. 

Rapisarda's experiment [86] repeats the cascade photon experiment using 

different types of sources and imposing variable experimental conditions to 

the decaying atoms such as the presence of constant and variable magnetic 

fields. 

Two comments should be added to the published experiments. Firstly, the 

majority of them agrees with quantum mechanics, but no satisfactory expla- 

nation has been found of the reported disagreements, particularly of the exper- 

iment by HOLT and PIPKIN [74]. 

Considering the foundamental nature of the information that  one tries to 

obtain from these experiments~ one is certainly not happy to decide on a 

majority basis. Repetitions and clarifications are, therefore, indispensable. 

Secondly, all the performed experiments have not been direct experimental 

controls of the contrast between Einstein locality and quantum mechanics, 

but have always needed additional assumptions in order to compare theory 

and experiment. 

For instance the CHSH [26] assumption is, given that a pair of photons 

emerges from two polarizers, that  the probability of their joint detection from 

two photomultipliers is independent of the polarizer orientations. 

As CLAUSER and Smoochy [72] noted, it is noteworthy that  there exists an 

important hidden-variable theory--the semi-classical radiation theory--which 

correctly predicts a large body of atomic-physics data, but which denies the 

CHSH assumption. We can add that  such an assumption is contrary to the 

spirit of all hidden-variable theories: emergence from two polarizers should 

in all cases imply a selection of the two-photon hidden variables, but these 

variables could well be those that  determine the photomultiplier discharge. 

In this way the latter effect could become dependent on the polarizers' orien- 

tation which selects the hidden variables. 

An alternative assumption has been formulated by CH [24] and consists 

of the idea that, for every pair of particles, the probability of a count with 

the polarizer in place is less than or equal to the corresponding probability 

with the polarizer removed. Again it can be objected that  the polarizer in 

place implies a selection of the hidden variables and that  the probability of 

a count may be larger with the selected rather with the (( normally distrib- 

uted ~) hidden variables. 

These qualitative considerations can perhaps become more transparent 

with a little algebra. Consider two correlated photons Y1 and Y~ in a (( singlet ~ 

state. 
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Suppose the two photons can be distinguished, as it  happens in practice, 

because of different wave-lengths and introduce the following probabilities: 

p~(d,~) ~ probabil i ty of a y~ transmission through the polarizer with axis along d 

when the hidden variable is 4, 

v~(d2) = probabil i ty tha t  y~ be counted by  the photomult ipl ier  if it has been 

t ransmit ted  through the polarizer with :~xis d when the hidden vari- 

,~ble is ~; 

obviously p~(d~).~(d).) is the overall probabil i ty tha t  the photon be counted 

in the stated conditions. Fur thermore ,  1 -  p~(d)O~(d,~) is the total  proba- 

bility tha t  the photon be not counted for all the conceivable reasons (it 

could be absorbed by the polarizer or it could be t rnnsmit ted but  not  revealed 

by  the photomultiplier).  

Similar probabilities p2(b~) ~nd ~2(6~) (tun be introduced for the second 

photon.  

With the notat ion of sect. 5 one can write 

~ ~ (ab ) ~ f d~ e()~) p~ *l~ P", *J~. , 

~ + ( a b )  =fd2 e(2)[1 - ] ) 1 ~ 1 ]  ~)2 7/12 , 

whence 

F(db) =fd  W( 2) -- 1] [2p2(b~) ~2(b2) -- 1] .  

This shows tha t  in general the correlation function depends in a comphcated 

way on the counting efficiencies ~l(d~) and ~2(b~) and tha t  all the additional 

hypotheses about  the lat ter  functions are against the spirit of the hidden- 

variable theories. 

In  view of these considerations it  is in our opinion urgent  tha t  more theo- 

retical and experimental  research on the verificability of Einstein locality be 

carried out. One step in this direction has been taken by  LIvI [87], who pro- 

poses to use molecular predissociation of the NO molecule to test  Bell's 

inequality.  

This seems a promising line of research which should provide more sensitive 

tests compared to those which have  been performed up to now. 
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12. - Reduct ion  o f  the  wave  packet.  

The present section is devoted to the discussion of measurement in quan- 

tum mechanics. Let  [a~) be a set of macroscopically distinguishable states 

for the measuring apparatus A and let lai) and Ivi) be two sets of states of 

the measured system S. 

Three tipes of measurements can be conceived: 

1) 

II)  

IH) 

We have assumed A to be initially in the state ]ao~ and S in the state 

iak~, eigenstate of the operator corresponding to the observable to be measured. 

So the initial state S-~-A is necessarily I~0} lak}. 

As a result of the interaction with S, A goes to a new state lak~ related 

to the value o] the observable to be measured. The observation tha t  the state 

of A has changed to lak} imparts,  therefore, to the experimenter the knowledge 

of the value of the measured observable. Therefore, the final state of A has 

to be !ak} if the S-A interaction has to be a measurement.  There are, however, 

different possibilities for the final state of S. 

Possibility I) is required by the axioms of quantum mechanics and assumes 

tha t  the state of S is unchanged during the measurement.  I t  is, however, not  

very reasonable tha t  no change whatsoever in S be generated by the interaction 

with A (if A has to be modified, some energy, although very small, must  be 

transferred from S to A). Therefore, possibility II)  is really more satisfactory 

if we assume tha t  I Tk} is a state not very different from la~} but  relative to 

slightly different values of energy, momentum and so on. 

There are measurements in which S is brought to a final state lao} inde- 

pendent of the initial state lak} (possibility III)) .  These are, for instance, 

energy measurements of a charged particle by the range method in photo- 

graphic emulsions or energy measurements of a photon with a photomultiplier. 

In  the following we will disregard I I I )  altogether and assume tha t  I), 

rather than  II) ,  is the correct description of measurements. Although this is 

not  strictly true, it  is the opinion of experts tha t  quantum mechanics could 

easily be adapted to the description II)  with the help of some minor formal 

modifications and tha t  nothing qualitatively different happens if I) is accepted 

as the correct formulation of measurements. A deeper consideration of I) 

shows, however, tha t  several fundamental  difficulties arise. In  the first place 

one is natural ly led to consider a measurement as a process of interaction 

between two physical systems (S and A) to which the most elementary laws 
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of quantum mechanics should apply. Therefore, the transit ion from the initial 

state 

to the final state 

should be viewed as an evolution process describable by  the SehrSdinger 

equation and, therefore, by  the relation 

lYf>-= U[Wi> , 

where U is the uni ta ry  t ime evolution operator  of S-~ A. 

From the three previous equations one gets 

(4s) 

This apparent ly  simple result is charged with profound difficulties, some of 

which are still waiting for a solution. 

The first difficulty which we only mention without  proof is the Araki- 

Yanase [88] theorem: if ~ is the observable being measured by  A and B 

the 1.h. operator  corresponding to it  (so tha t  [~/,:> is an eigenstate of B, say 

with eigenvalue b1~), then eq. (48) cannot be true i] the operator B does not 

commute with all the operators which represent additive conserved quantities ]or 

the system ~ - ~  .4. We notice tha t  this s ta tement  is really very  restrictive. 

In  fact,  ttlere is pratically no observable satisfying its demands. Monlentum 

does not  commute with the components of angular momentum,  the la t ter  

ones do not commute  among themselves and so on. 

A part ial  way out of this difficulty has been found by WIGNER and 

YANASE [89], who showed that ,  when the macroscopic nature  of the apparatus  

is taken into account,  the description (48) becomes correct to a very  good 

approximation.  

I t  remains unpleasant,  however, t ha t  the basic relation (48) must  be con 

sidered only approximate.  

More serious are the difficulties connected with the so-called (, reduction 

of the wave packet  ~. 

Consider the general ease of a system ,~ whose initial state IX0> is not an 

eigenstate of B. Given the completeness of the set of states ]~.,) (k l ,  2, ..., m), 

one can write 

k 
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where the coefficients ck satisfy the condition ICx[2~ - 1c212~-...-~1c,~12=1. 
The initial state [~Pl) of S ~ -A  can now be wri t ten 

(49)  I~i~ : I~o~ [~'o) = ~ c k l ~ o ) I o ' k )  �9 
k 

The t ime evolution of S ~ A will take place again according to the Schr6- 

dinger equat ion and the new final s tate  [V~) is obtainable by  applying to [V'~) 

the same uni ta ry  operator  U tha t  was used in (48), since this operator  depends 

only on the total  (free ~- interaction) Hamil tonian and not  on the initial state. 

Therefore,  

k k 

where we used the  l ineari ty of U and relation (48). 

The state (50) is, however, not  acceptable as a description of S ~ A after  

the interaction.  In  fact,  i t  contains a superposition of different states for the 

measuring apparatus,  so tha t  all possible results of the measurement  of 

(those with ck :/: 0) would be obtained simultaneously in every  single act of 

measurement .  

This painful result  is overcome by quantum mechanics with an addit ional  

ad hoc postulate,  for instance by  assuming tha t  an observable assumes a 

(( well-defined ~ value after  a measurement .  

The effect of this assumption is the desired one: instead of (50) the final 

s tate  of N identical S ~ -A  interactions is 

(51) 

The transit ion from [~fl) 

I~1) lal) in N]Cl[2 cases,  

t~2)[a2) in Nlc2[ 2 cases,  

�9 ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  

](a,.) la~.) in N[cm I ~ cases.  

to the mixture  (51) is called (~ reduct ion of the wave 

packet  ,) and provides a solution of the problem of measurement :  in each of 

the final states (51) the apparatus  records a well-defined result of the measure- 

ment  and the system S is in the corresponding eigenstate of the measured 

observable. 

The price paid to achieve this result  is, however,  heavy,  as there  are now 

in the theory two different kinds of evolution of state vectors:  

in regular interactions between two atomic systems or between an atomic 

system and a macroscopic object other  than  a measuring appara tus  there is 

a deterministic evolution governed by  the Schr6dinger equation;  this evolu- 

t ion is also the one of single noninteract ing systems; 
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in the measurement  processes there is a discontinuous jump from the 

initial state ]Y~I)' to one of the final states (51). I t  is impossible to predict  in 

a given situation which part icular  jump will take place. Only the probabi l i ty  

of different jumps is predictable. 

A paradoxical  si tuation arises in this way: unobserved systems evolve deter- 

ministically according to the Schr6dinger equation, while every act of observa- 

tion determines sudden changes of the state  of the system. The question tha t  

arises natural ly  is then why an observation should have a privileged and 

quali tat ively different status in the theory.  

A tenta t ive  answer has been given by  some physicists via the assumption 

tha t  observations are qual i tat ively different from all other  interactions, be- 

cause in them a new agent, external  to the physical real i ty and not  describ- 

able by  means of the laws of physics, enters in an active way: the con- 

sciousness of the observer. This point  of view will be discussed in the next  

section. 

A review of the researches on the theory of measurement  is outside the 

scope of the present  paper. We shall merely limit ourselves to comment  some 

recent papers. 

Our general point  of view is in agreement with the one of Fehrs and 

Shimony [90]: the quan tum problem of measurement  remains unsolved. 

One well-known a t t empted  solution is the so-called ((many-universe 

in terpreta t ion )) of Eve re t t  [9111 and De Wit t  [92], according to which the reduc- 

tion of the wave packet  does not  take place, bu t  every act of measurement  gener- 

ates the bir th of many  (( parallel ~) universes almost equM to each other, dif- 

fering only for the result of the measurement  in question. At the price of such 

a formidable physical assumption it  was claimed tha t  the problems of the theory  

of measurement  could be solved. A closer scrutiny of this idea has, however, 

led BALLENTINE [93] to the conclusion tha t  (~... the bizarre notion of a world 

splitting into independent  branches, as prescribed by  the many-universe 

in terpreta t ion,  is neither necessary nor sufficient for the derivation of the 

statistical postulate  of quantum theory)). 

Another  proposed solution for the measurement  problem is the so-cMled 

statistical in terpreta t ion [94], according to which the state vector  of quantum 

mechanics does not  represent the single system, bu t  only a statistical ensemble 

of identically prepared systems. Using only the linearity of the equations 

of motion and the definition of measurement,  we have seen tha t  the interact ion 

between the object and the measuring apparatus  leads, in general, to a quantum 

state which is a coherent  superposition of macroscopically distinct (~ pointer  

positions ,). In  the statistical in terpreta t ion this dispersion of pointer  positions 

is taken  to represent the frequency distribution of the possible measurement  

results over the ensemble. 

We think tha t  two major objections c~m be raised against the statistical 
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in terpreta t ion:  the first has to do with the wave-particle duali ty,  which is 

shown in an extremely convincing way to be a t rue proper ty  of single quan tum 

systems by  a very  large number  of classical experiments.  

t~ecently beautiful  experiments,  for instance on the neut ron interference 

with itself [95], have fully confirmed this fundamenta l  proper ty  of Hature ,  which 

was, after  all, the one which gave rise to quan tum mechanics itself. This p roper ty  

of atomic systems is one of the points of full agreement of physicists such as 

EINSTEIN, DE BI~OGLIE, HEISENBERG, BOtIR~ DIRAC, who disagreed on several 

other fundamenta l  problems including the correct  description in the theory  

of the dual properties of single particles. We believe tha t  it  can be safely 

concluded tha t  the antidualistic approach of Land~ [96] cannot  be maintained.  

Therefore, the ondulatory proper ty  of ma t t e r  has to be taken as a p roper ty  

of the single system and the same must  be true for the quantum-mechanical  

wave function ~(x, t) or state vector  I~>. 

The second objection is that ,  if a measurement  is to provide t rue knowledge 

on the system when it  is left unper turbed,  the state of the systems which have 

given r as a result  of measurement  of the observable ~ has to be Jr>, where 

R[r> --~ r]r> and R is the 1.h. operator  which corresponds to ~ .  How it is pos- 

sible to maintain this fact  as t rue without  talking about  some kind of reduct ion 

of the initial state vector  has never  been understood by  the present authors.  

A s tudy of the quantum-mechanical  measuring process from the point  of 

view of information theory  has been carried out  by  BENOIST, M:ARCttA.ND and 

YO~TI~G]CAU [ 97]. 

In  their  approach the reduced state appears as a (( statistically inferred ~ 

state of the original system (after some gain of information due to the process 

of measurement)  ra ther  than  the state of the system after  the measurement .  

The problem with this approach is tha t  the statistical properties of the 

original system become dependent  on what  is measured later. ]n  fact,  if initially 

one had the state 

i I 

where and {l/~}} arc or thonormal  complete sets of eigenstates of two 

noncommuting  operators E and F,  respectively, the reduced density matrices 

eE = lei> <+i r, 
i 

I 

obtained after  measurements of # and ~-, respectively, give rise to different 

expectat ion values of different observables, so that ,  for instance, in general 

one has 

<g~> = Tr  (@~E) =A Tr  (~FE). 
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I n  this way the stat ist ical  propert ies  of ~ sys tem would become dependent  on 

wh~t is measured a t  a later  t ime, which seems to us ~ clearly unacceptable  

conclusion. 

13. - Measurements ,  real i ty and consc iousness .  

The problem of the wave  packe t  reduction h~s been dealt  with b y  yon 

bTE~IMANN [98], by  LONDON ~md BAYER [99] and by WI(;~ER [100] according 

to  the following ideas: 

l) the laws of physics in general and the quautmn-nlectmnieal  formal- 

ism in par t icular  do not apply  to tile h u m a n  mind, 

2) tile mind enters act ively in the measurement  process by  generat ing 

the reduction of the wave p~wket. 

rob! NEUMANN noticed not  only tha.t ~ regular (SchrSdinger) in teract ion 

between sys tem ~S' and measuring app~ratus  A leads f rom the initial s ta te  I ~  , 

given by  (49) to the final s ta te  ly~i} given by  (50) :rod, therefore, tha t  no reduc- 

t ion can t~ke place, bu t  stressed also tha t ,  even if a third sys tem X is intro- 

duced which (~ observes )) S ~- A, still no definite values for ,~, A and X are 

obtained. 

The ch'dn could be extended by  adding a four th  system IY which (~ observes ~) 

Jr A -r  X, a fifth sys tem Z ((observing ~) ~ + A - -  X -r  ~ and so on, bu t  

the  reduction would never  be obtaincd,  this being prevented  in :all cases by  the 

l ineari ty of the t ime evolution implied by  the SchrSdingcr equation. The reduc- 

t ion is obtained,  according to v o ~  ~'~EUMANN~ b(~ca, oSC there exists something 

not physical  which can never  be included in the previous chain, i.e. the fact  

t ha t  the human  observer is endowed with consciousness: (( at  some t ime wc 

must  say: and this is perceived by  the o b s e r v e r - - t h a t  is, we must  divide the 

world into two pa.rts, the one being the observed system, the  other the observer  ~). 

I t  is an act  of subject ive percept ion which breaks the chain and gener,~tcs 

the wave packet  reduction. According to V O N  NEUMANN~ an explanat ion of 

this kind can never  be contradic tory  to huIna.n experience~ since (( expe~ience 

only makes  s ta tements  of this type :  an observer  has made  a certain (subjective) 

observat ion;  and never  any  like this:  a physical  quan t i ty  has a certain value ~. 

This description of the  process of measurement  has been accepted by  yon  

WEISZ;iCKER [10l]~ who has introduced a three-wflued logic--also proposed by  

REICI-mNBACI~ [102]-- for  correctly describing na tura l  processes within quan tum 

mechanics.  

The s t a t ement :  the observable ~ has the value b~ can have  three kinds of 

v~lidi ty:  t rue corresponds to the s ta te  vector  !~.:} I~.}, where Bla~)=b~.[~};  

false corresponds to any s tate  vector  I ~ ,  [a~:~, where Bias}--b~la~ } and where 
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bz V-b~; inde te rmina te  corresponds to the s ta te  vector  

l 

where the index t assumes also the value k. Clearly this descript ion admi t s  

as real (but not  as observable) s tates in which the measur ing appa ra tu s  records 

s imul taneously  different outcomes of the act  of measurement :  such are indeed 

states of the type  (52) if more than  one value of l admi ts  c z :~ 0. 

von N e u m a n n ' s  ideas were accepted and developed in a still clearer way  

by  LONDON and BAYER, who stressed (,... the essential role t ha t  plays the 

consciousness of the observer  in this t ransi t ion f rom the mix tu re  to the  pure  

case. Wi thou t  its actual  in tervent ion a new funct ion ~ would never  be 

obtained ~). For  these authors  <~ ... it is not  a myster ious  in teract ion between 

the appara tus  and the sys tem which produces,  during the measurement ,  a 

new If of the system. I t  is only the consciousness of an " I "  who can separa te  

himself f rom the old function y,(xyz) and build, because of his observat ion,  a 

new object ivi ty  a t t r ibu t ing  f rom now on to the object  a new funct ion 

~ ( x )  = u~(x)  ,). 

Similar s ta tements  have  been made  more recently by  WIGNER: (( the 

modified wave  funct ion is, fur thermore ,  in general unpredic table  before the  

impression gained at  the interact ion has entered our consciousness: i t  is the 

entering of an impression into our consciousness which alters the wave  function,  

because it  modifies our appraisal  of the probabil i t ies for different impressions 

which we expect  to receive in the fu ture  ~). F r o m  arguments  of this kind, 

WIGNER thought  tha t  he could draw the conclusion t ha t  (( it will remain  remark-  

able, in wha tever  way our future  concepts m a y  develop, tha t  the very  s tudy  

of the external  world led to the conclusion t ha t  the content  of the consciousness 

is an u l t imate  reali ty ~). WIGNER takes so seriously this point  of view tha t  he 

proposes to s tudy  phenomena  in which the psyche influences direct ly the 

states of mat te r .  His  article closes with the following words:  (( The challenge 

is to construct  the "phycho-elec t r ic  cell" to coin a t e rm ~>. Recent ly  ZW]~I- 

FEL [103] has developed fur ther  the idea by  introducing an (( in teract ion poten- 

tial ~) between the measur ing uppara tus  and the  mind of the observer.  This 

idealistic in terpre ta t ion  of quan t um  mechanics was well present  to the  opposers 

of the final formulat ion of the theory.  SCItRODINGEI~ []04] wrote  for example :  

(, For  it  mus t  have  given to DE ]~I~0GLIE the same shock and d i sappoin tment  as 

it  gave to me, when we learnt  tha t  a sort  of t rascendental ,  a lmost  psychical  

in te rpre ta t ion  of the wave phenomenon had  been pu t  forward,  which was 

very  soon hailed by  the major i ty  of leading theorists as the only one reconcilable 

with experiments ,  and which has now become the or todox creed ... ~). 

Similarly EINSTEIN [105] commented :  (( I close the exposit ion ... concerning 

the in terpre ta t ion  of quan t um  theory  with the reproduct ion of a brief conversa- 

t ion which I had with an impor t an t  theoretical  physicist .  He :  " I  am inclined 
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to believe in te lepa thy" .  I :  ~%his has probably more to do with physics than 

with psychology".  He:  "ye s "  ~. 

In  order to clarify as much as possible the full extent  of the measurement  

problem discussed in the present section, it  is eon~cenient to split up the relation- 

ship between human observer and physical object into three parts:  

A) the knowledge tha t  the observer has (or thinks he has) of the inves- 

t igated object, 

B) the state vector  [.~: tha t  according to quantum mechanics describes 

the object,, 

C) the real s tructure and physical evolution of the object. 

The most optimistic a t t i tude  tha t  one c~m assume is the existence of a 

one-to-one correspondence both between A) and B) (in such a way tha t  two 

different degrees of knowledge of the object correspond to two different ]WI~ 

and vice versa) m~d between B) and C) (in such a way that  two different 1~) 

correspond to two similar physicM processes, but  with at least some objec- 

tively different peculiarities). In this w,~y, given [W)', the knowledge of the 

object on the par t  of the observer wouhl result perfect. 

In reality, it is very  difficult to think of the description of the object given 

by ]y,~ as of an absolutely complete description and it is, therefore, more reason- 

able to assume only tha t  two different !W (.orrespond to two different physical 

situations without  tha i  the contrary  be necessarily true. in  a similar way, 

one can give up the idea tha t  two different IW) correspond necessarily to two 

different degrees of knowledge of thc system, as the mathematical  s t ructure 

of ]y)) could result richer than what  is strictly necessary to represent our 

knowledge. However,  it is certainly necess~ry to maintain tha t  two different 

degrees of knowledge ~re represented by two different lyL. 

In conclusion the two hypotheses 

I1) two different degrees of knowledge of the object on the par t  of the 

observer correspond to two different ]~v) vectors, 

I~) two dill'erent ]~p~ correspond to two objectively different physical 

objects 

are the widest ones within which one can state the validi ty of the quantum- 

mechanical formMism. 

In this way yon Neumann 's  and Wigner's point of view, according to which 

a change of the observer 's knowledge generates the reduction of the wave 

packet,  brings to the conclusion that ,  as a consequence of I2), changes of human 

knowledge can modify the physical s t ructure  of the system under  investigation. 

In  this way i t  is clear tha t  the observer does not  learn because the inter- 

action with the physical reali ty generates some alteration of his state of con- 
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sciousness; it  is ra ther  the opposite tha t  is true, because consciousness imprints  

on the reali ty new features tha t  it  has in some way decided to generate.  

One can, therefore, still speak of a <~ knowledge ~> of the object, bu t  in terms 

of an explicitly idealistic description which is based on the superiori ty of human 

mind over mat ter .  

This is clearly also a description ra ther  close to parapsychology because 

of the direct action of thought  on the materiM world. 

To avoid these conclusions one could be a t t empted  to weaken fur ther  the 

hypotheses/1) and 1.2). I f  one had to give up I1), the conclusion could be reached 

ipso ]acto tha t  quantum theory  is wrong, because there would not be any longer 

a correspondence between the knowledge of the system and its theoretical  

description. Therefore, I~) must  be maintained as valid if one wants to state 

the val idi ty of quan tum mechanics. 

The only possibility left is to give up I2). In  this case parapsychologicM 

effects are excluded, since two different IW), as those previously considered, 

may  correspond to the same identical real system. Bu t  in this way IW) describes 

only, because of I1), the mentM state of the observer and its evolution describes 

the evolution of ideas. Therefore, the state of human consciousness would 

develop in a strictly causal way when no << observation ~> is made. 

These (~ observations ~> would instead change human consciousness in a 

sudden and causM way, whence the reduction of IW) would follow. Of course, 

also the <~ result of an experiment  )) (which according to the quantum-mechanicM 

formMism corresponds to the finite value of IW)) would be a pure intellectual 

creation and one could not  learn anything about  <, the reM world)> from 

measurements.  

In  this way the (( real world )> would become a sort of ghost behind the wall 

which cannot  in any way be known and physics wouhI become only the s tudy 

of the spiritual ac t iv i ty  of man. 

We conclude, therefore, tha t  it is impossible to avoid idealism, if one main- 

tains tha t  the reduction of the wave packet  is due to the intervent ion of the 

observer's consciousness. 

I t  is interesting to remark  that ,  if one took seriously this idealistic point  

of view, the par'~doxes of quantum mechanics would no longer exist. F o r  

instance, in the case of the E P B  paradox the genera$ion of ~ component  with 

angular momentmn one would be due to the action of the experimenter ' s  

consciousness which imprints on the SISZ pair discussed in sect. 4 the neces- 

sary new properties. 

This idealistic in terpreta t ion of quantum mechanics, absurd and unaccep- 

table because of many  <( external  ~) reasons, seems to be a logically consistent 

description of the mathematicM structure  of the theory.  

The hypothesis tha t  the reduction of the wave packet  is due to the inter- 

action of the physical apparatus  with the psyche of the observer has been pu t  

to experimental  verification by  HALL, KI~,  MC ELBOY and Sm2~o~v []06]. 
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The negat ive result  of this exI)eriment suggested t ha t  no psychical  action was 

present  during the  measurements .  

We close this section by  remarking  t ha t  some authors  have  developed the  

consciousncss in te rpre ta t ion  of quan tmn  mechanics to (~xtreme consequences 

like in the case of Cocmti~r [107], according to whom:  (~ The known facts of 

modern  quan tum physics and biology strongly suggest the  following re la ted 

hypotheses :  a toms and fundamenta l  part icles have  a rud imen ta ry  degree 

of consciousness, volition, or se lLaet iv i ty :  the  basic features of quan tum 

mechanics  arc ~ result  of this fac t ;  the quan tum-mechan ica l  wave propert ies  

of m a t t e r  are actual ly  the  conscious propert ies  of ma t t e r ;  and living organ- 

isms are a direct result  of these proper t ies  of m a t t e r  )). 

1 4 .  - C o n c l u s i o n s .  

Einstein locality is a concept, which seems to be able in all the conceivable 

cases to lead to impor tan t  developments  of physics. 

The contras t  between this conception and quan tum mechanics is now 

becoming increasingly clear. To add one more opinion to those already reviewed 

in the present  p:~per, we repor t  Wigh tman ' s  [108] s t a tement  tha t :  <~ The E R P  

paradox  arises f rom ... the assertion: the s ta te  of one f ragment  depends on 

what  expeI ' iment is chosen to be done on the other,  even though it m a y  happen  

tha t  there is no t ime for a light signal to t ravel  from one f ragment  to the other 

to communica te  the choice ~). 

I f  Einstein locality will be found to be violated in Nature,  as the preliini- 

na ry  exper imenta l  evidence discussed in a previous section seems to imply,  

i s tantaneous  influences between points with a rb i t ra ry  large (listancc shall 

have  to be admit ted .  As we saw in sect. 8, such a possibili ty is being in- 

vest igated theoretically by  B(m3~ in London and by  VIGIER in Paris. 

The least tha t  it can be said is th,~t it is "~gainst the spirit of special relat ivi ty.  

Theoretical  investigations of (< tachyonic  ~) effects havc  in recent  years shown 

tha t  their  existence is eomi)atible with the formalism of the theory  of relativ- 

i ty:  one tins, however,  a reversal  of causes and effects and very  funny descrip- 

tions of physical real i ty should be accepted. 

A mechanism which should be able to generate  zero-t ime transmission of 

signals is the propaga t ion  towards the I)ast proposed par t icular ly  by  COSTa 

DE BEAUREGARI). Here  one should be able to in terac t  with things which are 

not  considered :~s existing any longer in our present  world view (atoms which 

have  already disintegrated,  (lead people and so on). In all these eases our 

description of the physical  real i ty should undergo a drastic revision. 

I f  Einstein locality survives as a true l)roperty of Nature ,  then q u a n t u m  

mechanics shall have  to be modified. Such an idea does not  seem terr ibly 

shocking to I)IRAC, who wrote in 1975 [10911: (( ... 1 think it might  turn  out tha t  
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ul t imate ly  EINSTEIN will p rove  to be right,  because the present  form of q u a n t u m  

mechanics should not  be considered as the final form. There  are grea t  dif- 

ficulties ... in connection with the present  q u a n t m n  mechanics.  I t  is the  best  

tha t  one can do till now. But ,  one should not  suppose t ha t  i t  will survive 

indefinitely into the future.  And I th ink  tha t  it is quite likely t ha t  a t  some 

future  t ime we m a y  get an improved  q u a n t u m  mechanics in which there  will 

be a re turn  to determinism and which will, therefore, just i fy  the Einste in  point  

of view ~). 

I f  a change in quan t um  theory  will t ake  place in the fu ture  in order to get 

r id of nonlocality,  this will p robab ly  not  be a minor  change. As we saw in a 

previous section, s ta te  vectors  of the second type  are responsible for nonlocal 

effects. Their  el imination implies a drast ic modification of the superposi t ion 

principle, t ha t  is of the linear na ture  of q u a n t u m  laws. This would, however,  

imply  very  p robab ly  an au tomat ic  resolution of the measu remen t  problem 

(the reduct ion of the wave packet  which is the passage f rom a superposi t ion 

to a mix tu re  of s tates would no longer be necessary) and also the nonlocal 

effects for single systems discussed in the second section should reasonably  

disappear  as they  are, once more,  a consequence of the superposi t ion principle. 
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